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A Call for Coherence in International Law 

Praises for the Prohibition Against ((Clinical Isolation,·' 
in WTO Di!)pute Settlement 

Gabrielle MA.R.CEAU * 

.. I. INTRODUCTION 

Interdependencies between States, on all levels are rapidly increasing. Thus, the 
thrusts of policy and legal instruments that States arc enacting are subject to closer 
examination and more stringent challenges not only within each State but also 
between States. This calls for greater coherence between various policies adopted by 
States and the legal regimes that sustain them. This need for greater coherence exists 
within the multilateral trade system (a specialized sub-system oflaw) as ,veil as between 
the multilateral trade system and other sub-systems of international law and with 
principles and rules of general international law and institutions. Basic rules and 
principles of treaty interpretation, such as the presumption against conflicts and the 
necessity for effective interpretation, are expressions of this need for a coherent 
approach to international law matters generally. 

The pressing call for States to evolve within the parameters for "sustainable 
development" is another expression of this need for greater co-ordination and coherence 
between trade, development and environment policies. If the initial rationale for trade 
liberalization was peace and economic growth, sustain,1ble development is about ensuring 
continued peace and the effective well-being of futme generations. This article fixnsses 
the discussions on the call for coherence between the areas of trade, development and 
environment as part of this broader conccn1 for sustainable development in the context 
of the World Trade Organization (WTO) dispute settlement. 

Incorporated into the preamble of the Agreement Establishing the World Trade 
Organization, the concept of sustainable development, 1 as defined in the Rio 
Declaration 2 and Agenda 21,3 emphasizes both environmental protection and the 

* Ph. D. The author completed this article whilst lecturing at l'vlonash University, Australid, in the summer 
of 1999. The opinions expressed in this article are strictly personal. The author is especblly grateful to Matthew 
Stilwell for his assistance, abundant connnents, and our nurnernus discm.sions ou lll,1ny a:spect:s of this article, 
Thanks also go to Laurence Boisson-de Chazourncs, Eric C:anal-Forgt1es, J\ILiry Footer, Fiona J\l!cklow, Litizia 
Rascdh and Witold 'fymowski for their comments and inputs on previous drafrs of this ·,irtide. All mistakes arc 
the author's only, 

1 Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the \Vmld Trade Organization (hereinafter '½'TO Agreement) U1 
l.L.M. 1125 (1994). 

2 R.io Declaration on Environment and Development, 14 June 1992, U.N. Doc. A/C:ONl'.151/5/R.ev.1 
(19921, reprinted in 31 L.L.0- 8_74 (19'J2) (hereinafter Rio Declaration). .. 

Agenda 21, U.N. Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), Annex II, U.N. Doc ,A,/ 
CONF.151/26/Rev.1 (1992) (hereinafter Agenda 21). 
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eradication of poverty. 4 Many people are challenging the existing General Agreeine{ 
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)/WTO system as being impermeable to this need fJ 
sustainable development. Although arguably insufficient and outdated," the old b~{ 
provisions of Article XX were, and still are, a recognition that tensions may eki 
between market access rights and other legitimate policies (such as environment) ~ti 
constitute a call for some coherent approach to resolving these tensions. . ••...•.•• 

The issue ofWTO trade disputes involving environmental policies is complex,> 
it subsumes many diverse but interrelated aspects of human, animal and plant sur,;{ 
together with the urgency for a far-reaching solution to the alleviation of poverty{ 
human economic misery. For a variety of reasons, many countries have resisted fort 
consideration of environmental issues at the WTO. Concern has been raised 
environmental standards may be used as a form of disguised protectionism. Develop/ 
countries, in particular, note that high, and sometimes discriminatory, environine< 
standards reduce market access and impose costs that affect their econ() 
development. This, in turn, may reduce the resources available to implement} 
enforce strong national environmental policies. While these concerns are valid/ 
spectre of protectionism should not undermine efforts to negotiate provisiorl: 
increase the coherence of trade, development and environmental laws and pol{ 
called for by the WTO dispute settlement mechanism. ii 

Section II of this article discusses environment-related disputes under bothth . 
CATT system and the WTO, and focusks on the interpretation and reach of Art 
XX of GATT. The new WTO case law on Article XX seems to recognize the rt 
for WTO Members to address and collaborate to define further criteria and parani¢ 
of our sustainable development. 

Section III examines the challenge posed to the WTO dispute settlement rnec .. •. 
the event that WTO Members take no further negotiated action to address trade 
environmental issues at the WTO. It raises argrnnents and counter-argument~ for\ 
public international law to interpret WTO rights and obligations, and examines how .. ••.· . 
multilateral environmental agreement~ (MEAs) and principles of general or cust ·• 
international law may influence the Panels and the Appellate Body's interpretatior{ 
WTO environmental provisions. Here, recent WTO Appellate Body decisions ir1 • • 
Gasoline,5 Hormones/' Computer Equipment,7 Poultry8 and Shrimp9 are discussed. 

4 As recognized by the Appellate Dody in Shrimp, as note 9 bdo,v, para. 129, footnote 107 "this mncep/:••• 
generally accepted as integrating economic and social development and environmental protection". See e.g., Handl,:. 
Sustainable lJe~elopment: Geneml Rules Ve1rns Specific Ol1/(gatio11s in W Lang (ed.) Sustainable Deeelopment and Intematio,ial . 
World Conunis.sion on Environment and Development (1987): Our Ca111m011 Ft1twr (Oxford: Oxfonl University Pn, 

5 Appellate Body Report on United States-Standards for Reformulated mid Corwcnti,mal Gaso/iiie/ .. • 
20 May 1996 (WT/OS2) (hereinafter Gaso/i,,e). . ······•·· 

6 Appellate Body Report on Europca" Co111111unitie.,~Il/leasures Concerning lvfeat a11d Nlea(·: 
(Hormones), adopted 13 February 1998 (WT /DS26, 48) (hereinafter Hormones). •. 

7 Appellate Body Report on European Communities-Customs Classification of Certain Computer 
adopted 5 June 1998 (WT /OS62, 67, 68) (hereinafter Computer Equivment). 

8 Appellate Body Report on Europem, Conmumities-A.feasures Affecting the Impa.-talion ef 
Pmducts, adopted 23 July 1998 (WT /DS69) (hereinafter Poultry). 

9 Appellate Dody Report on United Stares-Import Prohibition of Certain Shrimp and Shrimp nr•m«.1.-..~• 
6 N ovembcr 1998 (hereinafter Shrimp). 
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Finally, in section IV, there is an examination of the different legal instruments 
could be negotiated by WTO Members-should they so desire-,vith a view to 

;'.'.i;i reducing the potential for disputes involving environmental policies. Proposals to 

r{i). address procedural and substantive matters are suggested in brief. 
\fi < By way of qualification, the field of trade and environment is broad and complex. 
18 Jt is not the goal of this article to assess the strengths and weakness of the many 

proposals put forward at the \VTO Committee on Trade and Environment (CTE) or 
\elsewhere. Nor is it intended that the possible implications of further including 

,J \environmental considerations into the multilateral trading system be examined. 
Y· Rather, acknowledging that some WTO Members have identified the environment as 

~.c~;~' ,:~ ';;:';~::, ~~ :~';;;;;~ ::d':~~ :~~:;o::u'.~n~,~~::,:~ ',::: :~:~~;;,~: 
ir non~ WTO international law could be used in futme WTO disputes to improve 

coherence between the implementation of trade and environment policies; and to 
identify WTO mechanism, available to WTO Members should they collectively 
consider that further efforts are required to ensure coherence in response to trade and 
environmental tensions at the WTO. 

U. GATT/WTO PR.OVIS!ON AND CASE LAW ON ThADE AND ENVIR.ONMENT DISPUTE 

SETTLEMENT 

J While some provisions of the Results of the Uruguay Round Multilateral Trade 
@ii, Negotiations (including the WTO agreements) deal explicitly or implicitly with 
Ii' environment, none have been so widely debated as Article XX of the GATT. 10 This 

!iPeovision pcovirles ,n emption to the "'" GATT ohhgotiom ,nd, thos, form, , 
;; \rucial interface between the multilateral trading system and other important societal 
jf policy objectives. Article XX recognizes the tension that sometimes exists between, on 

the one hand, the multilateral trading system, which promotes a liberal economic 
brder, and, on the other hand, the government's right to regulate other social, 
developmental and environmental policies. This tension finds expression in a number 
of WTO agreements, including the Agreement on Sanitary and Phytosanitary 
Measures (SPS Agreement), the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT 
Agreement), the Agreement on Agriculture, the GATT, and in trade disputes 
involving health, environmental and developmental considerations. In each of these 
areas, key policy considerations are therefore how to strike a balance between the need 
for open markets and the need to regulate markets to promote other legitinute 

i jf" objectives, and how to ensure some coherence between States' various policies. 

!ilf.•:· 111 References to health and the environment exist in other \VTO Agreements, including the Tl3T 
iilffl\greement (Preamble and Art. 2.2); the SPS Agreement; the GATS (Arc XIV); the TRIPS Agreement (Art. 
l!{.::27.2); and the preamble to the WTO Agreement), This article does not examine each of these environmental and 
~':::.health provisions. However, the arguments made in relation to the general GATT exception in Art. X.X could be 
~t-Jnadc; \.Vith v3riations. 111 relation to these other provision~. 

-i· 

I 
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This section provides an overview of the main GA TT disciplines and Article 
exceptions. We discuss the main GATT trade and environment disputes, noting 
historically, GATT panels have adopted a rather narrow interpretation of Article 
and a restrictive use of outside sources of law to interpret GATT obligations. 
concludes by discussing the evolution in jurisprudence that occurred with th€ 
establishment of the WTO and its powerful dispute settlement mechanism in 1995. 
Since 1995, the WTO's Appellate Body has made a number of importa 
contributions to trade and environment disputes. First, the Appellate Body has ensur 
that the WTO system remains "connected" with the broader body ofinternationalla> 
by acknowledging that WTO agreements cannot be interpreted in "clinical isolatio 
of public international law. 11 Second, in two cases-Gasoline and Shrimp-it > 

adopted a more textual and progressive approach to the Article XX exceptions. 

A. THE PROV,SIONS m rnc GATT /tf 
The starting point for any discussion of trade and environment disputes mu:st 

the provisions of the GA TT 194 7. After the Great Depression and the Second Wo 
War, the GATT sought to reduce tariff measures in order to increase trade betv.rJ 
countries, enhance economic welfare and promote peace. Under Article I o[{ 
GATT, tariff, arc reduced through reciprocal concessions apphed in a nc§ 
discriminatory manner which independent of the origin of the goods (the ''nl 
favoured-nation" (MFN) obligation). This obligation and the Article II required{ 
that tariffs must not exceed negotiated bound rates, constitute Part I of the GATT) 
ensure that these Part I obligations are not evaded, other related obligations (inclu 
the "national treatment" obligation, which prohibits countries from treating inip# 
products in any less favourable a manner than domestic like products, and the b( 
imposing quantitative restrictions such as trade bans and quotas) are included in Pa 
of the GATT. 12 ••• 

In accordance with these obligations, countries must not discriminate be< 
products imported from different countries (the MFN principle), or between impq 
and domestically produced products (national treatment), where these produc\{ 
similar or "like". A fundamental issue then, and one that is at the heart of the trad.e 
environment debate, is to determine what constitutes "like" products, as it is( 

11 In ·a.ddition, in their decisions, Panels and the Appellate Body have acknowledged that intei:p. 
principles such as fr1 d1r/Jio mith1s and other general principles of international law such as the one against t 
de droit may be relevant to the interpretation of WTO agreements. . :.://: 

12 The prohibition against quantitative restrictions is a reflection that tariffs are the GATT',·:.: 
protection "of choice". Quantitative restrictions impose absolute limits on imports, while tariffs dcr·· 
contrast to MFN tariffs, which permit the most efficient competitor to supply impon,, quantitative rest 
usually have a trade-distorting effect, their allocation can be problematic and their administration niay\ 
transparent Art. XI:1 state,<: •. • • 

"1, No prohibitions or restrictions other th,m duties, taxes or other charges, whether made effective• • 
quotas, import or export licenses, or other measures, shall be instituted or maintained by any 
party on the importation of rny product of the territory of any other contracting party or on the 
or sale for export of any product destined for the territory of any other contracting party." 
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where two products are "like" that the MFN and national treatment obligations will 

apply. 
These obligations are subject to an exception found in Article XX of the GATT. 

This Article contains a list of domestic policies that may qualify for an exception to the 
rules mentioned above. Although Article XX does not mention "protection of the 
environment" explicitly-it was drafred before environmental considerations had 
reached global proportions-it does recognize that some environmental policies may 
indeed clash with specific trade rules. The relevant provisions of Article XX state: 

"General Exceptions 
Subject to the requirement that such measures are not applied in a mmncr which would 
constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between countries where the same 
conditions prevail, or a disguised restriction on international trade, nothing in this Agreement 
shall be construed to prevent the adoption or enforcement by any contracting party of measures: 

(b) necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health; 

(;{) relating to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources if such measures arc made 
effective in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption; 

As an exception to the substantive GATT obligations, Article XX provides the 
focal point for many environment-related trade disputes. 

As noted, one important issue in these disputes arises from the concept of "like" 
products and from the use of environmental regulations designed to promote 
environmentally sound production and consumption. Much environmental policy is 
based on the concept oflife-cycle analysis, which exhorts governments and consumers 
to reduce environmental impacts at each stage of a product's life-cycle: production, use 

consumption, and disposal. Environmental labels, for example, seek to provide 
consurncrs with information about the way products are produced. Voluntary labelling 

inform consumers of environmentally friendly products, and compubory 
schemes alert consumers to products that involve significant 

on health or the environment. Similarly, in some cast's, importing countries 
ban products on the basis that they involve risks to health in the importing 

or are produced by the exporting country in a way that is considered by the 
country to be environmentally unsound. While these policies may be 

as a legitimate environmental policy, they may also give rise to tensions 
trading partners. In the context of the GATT, this issue arises initially under 

III and, inevitably, ends up as an issue to be resolved under Article XX. 

This section examines the GATT case law and, in particular, how the Tuna cases 
regulations that discriminated between products on the basis of how they were 

13 The following section examines how, in the contt'xt of the WTO, this 

•u.-,~-~~··~~ has been developed by the Appellate Body. 

iJ U11itcd Sratcs-Hcs1ric1io11s 011 I111porrs o{Ti,11a, 3 September 1991, non adopted, BISD '.\'JS/153 (hereinafter 
l); United Statcs·-Hcstnitio11s 011 f111p,ms ,if' Tlrna, 10 ]Dnc I 9'!4, non adopted, DS 29/R (hereinafter Ti1na If1. 
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B. THE GATT APPROACH TO TRADE AND ENVIRONMENT DISPUTES 
:::.·,:: 

A number of cases under the GA TT (including Salmon-Herring, 14 Thai Cigarettes{ 
and Tuna-Dolphin) have considered the Article XX exceptions. In these cases, th 
GA TT panels have generally adopted fairly conservative interpretations of the Articl 
XX exceptions. Moreover, in general, they have been reluctant to use external sourc 
of law, including other treaties and principles of international law, to assist in th 
interpretation of GA TT provisions. 

The unadopted panel decisions in Tuna I and Tuna II addressed the vexed proci 
and production method (PPM) issue when they exarnined the United States' bano 
tuna imports caught by methods that endangered dolphins. In Tuna I, the Pan 
determined that because the GATT is concerned with trade in products, 
regulatoiy distinction not reflected in the physical characteristics of products 
example, a distinction based on the manner in which tuna was caught) 
incompatible with Article III of the CATT. It stated: 

"Article III:4 calls for a comparison of the treatment of imported tuna as a product with that 
domestic tuna as a product. Regulations governing the taking of dolphins incidental to ..... 
taking of tuna could not possibly affect tuna as a product .... "16 • • • 

Under the CATT, panels were examining whether the "violation" of Articles 
or XI was indeed "necessary" pursuant to Article XX(b) or "primarily aimed aft 
conservation of natural resources" pursuant to Article XX(g). Finally, in examining 
consistency of the US measure with Article XX(b) the Tuna II Panel concluded th£ 

"measures taken so as to force other countries to change their policies, and that were effetA 
only if such changes occurred, could not be primarily aimed either at the conservation 6[ 
exhaustible natural resource, or at rendering effective restrictions on domestic productio!l 
consumption, in the meaning of Article XX(g)." 17 • 

H Canada-Measures Affectit(g Exports of Unprocessed Herring and Salmon, adopted 22 March 1988, Bisnif' 
98 (hereinafter Sal111on-Herri11g). In Safmon-I-Ierrin;;, a Panel upheld the United States' claim that Canada's b • .. • 
unprocessed herring and salmon exports violated the prohibition on quantitative restrictions in Art. XL 
CATT and rejected Canada's argument that, as part of a foheries management programme, its export hair: 
permissible under Art. XX, ·<:. 

15 Thai/and-R.cslrictions 011 Iinporfation of and International Taxes on Cigarettes, adopted 7 N ovcmbnJ 
HISD 37 S/200-228 (hereinafter Thai Cigarettes). In Thai Cigare//es, a Panel npheld a challenge by the U 
States to Thailand's restrictions on the import of cigarettes under Art. Xl:1 of the GATf. It also determine,. 
Thailand'.1 excise, business and municipal taxes on cigarettes were inconsistent with the national trejt 
obligations under Arts l!I:1 and III:2 and that the trade restriction could nut be justified under Art. XX(b 
measure "necessary to protect human ... life or health". The Panel noted that the requirement of "nee • 
would only be 1net if 0 there \.Vas no alternative measure consistent ·with the General Ao-reemenL • 

inconsistent with it, which Thailand could reasonably be expected to employ to achieve 
objectives". Id., at pan. 75, The Panel went on to note that (id., at para, 77): 

"A non-discriminatory regulation implemented on a national basis in accordance with Article III:4 
complete disclosure of ingredients, coupled with a ban on unhealthy mbstances, would be an 
consistent ·with the General Agreement. The Panel considered that Thailand could reasonably be 
to take such measures to address the quality-related policy objective it now pursues through an 
on all cigarettes whatever their ingredients." 

See aho United States-Section 337 of the 'far[ff Act of 1930, adopted 7 November 1989, B!SD 36S/345, 
5.26. 

16 Tuna I, at para, 5.15. 
17 Tima II, at para. 5.27. 
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After the Tuna cases, it became accepted by some that Article III did not permit 
the CATT contracting parties to adopt regulations that distinguish bctiveen products 
on the basis of how these goods were produced (PPMs), rather than on the basis of 
their physical characteristics. For some, such PPM regulatory distinctions could not 
even be covered by the exceptions of Article XX, as it would be virtually impossible 
for a country to prove that the violation of Article III-through the requireme11t of 
policy conformity-was the only solution for a country to ensure the respect of such 

.. an environmental policy. 
In addition, the CATT panels have been reluctant to use external sources of 

law, including other treaties and principles of international la,v, to assist in the 
interpretation of the GATT provisions. The Panel, in the second of the two 'J'un,1~ 

Dolphin cases, declined to use international environmental treaties to interpret Article 
XX. It noted: 

"that the parties based many of their arguments on the locJtlOll of the exhaustible natural 
resource in Article XX(g) on environmental and trade treaties other than the General 
Agreement. However, it 'Nas first of all necessary to determine the extent to which th<csc treaties 
were relevant to the interpretation of the text of the General Agreement " 18 

It went on to note that: 

"the Vienna Convention provides for a general rule of interpretation (Article 31) and a 
supplementary means of interpretation (Article 32). The Panel first examined whether, under 
the general rule of interpretation of the Vienn~ Convention, the treaties referred to might be 
taken into account for the purposes of interpreting the General Agreement. The general ruk 
provides that 'any subsequent agreement between the parties regarding the interpretation of 
the treaty or the application of its prnvisiom' is one of the elements relevant to the 
interpretation of a treaty. However the Panel observed that the agreement, cited by the parties 
to the dispute were bilateral or pluribteral agreements that were not concluded among the 
contracting parties to the General Agreement, and that they did not apply to the interpretation 
of the General Agreement or the application of its provisions. Indeed, many of the treaties 
referred to could not have done so, since they were concluded p1ior to the negotiation of the 
General Agreement. The Panel also observed that under the gener8l rule of interpretation in 
the Vienna Convention account should he taken of 'any subsequent practice in the application 
of the treaty v,rhich established the agreement of the parties regarding 1t~ interpretation'. 
However, the Prnel noted that practice under the bilateral and plurilatcral treaties cited could 
not be taken as practice under the General Agreement, and therefore could not atfrct the 
interpretation of it. The Panel therefore found that under the general rnk contained in .Article 
31 of the Vienna Convention, these treaties were not relevant as a primary means of 
interpretation of the text of the General Agreement." 19 

With the creation of the WTO on 1 January 1995, this jurisprudence, both in 
relation to the interpretation of Article XX and to the use of external source, oflaw to 

interpret WTO obligations, was to evolve significantly. 

18 Tim.a II, at par.J.. 5 .18. 
11 Tuna II, at para. ~:I 9. 
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C. THE WTO APPROACH TO TRADE AND ENVIRONMENT DISPUTES 

In 1994, the WTO Agreement integrated the CATT, the Tokyo Round 
Agreements and the Uruguay Round Agreements into one institutional and legal} 
framework. The text of the old CATT now constitutes the rnain component of what 
is called the CATT 1994, which is itself part of the WTO Agreement. ) 

The creation of the WTO brought with it a change in approach to trade andi 
environment matters. A number of factors encouraged this change. The first was that 
negotiators of the WTO agreements replaced the reference in the GATT Preamble 
that encouraged "full use of the world's resources", with a reference in the WT() 

Agreement Preamble to "optimal use of the world's resources in accordance with th 

objective of sustainable development". As noted by the Appellate Body, this change irf 
orientation must "add colour, texture and shading to [the] interpretation of the, 
agreements annexed to the /IVTO Agreement" (emphasis as original). 20 Second, th~ 

Uruguay Round negotiations expanded the scope of the multilateral trading system td 
cover intellectual property and services and added new disciplines over national laws i~ 
a munber of areas, including health and technical regulations. This, in tum, increased 
the need for a careful balance to be struck between WTO disciplines and othi 
national laws and policies. Third, the Uruguay Round negotiations occurred alongsid< 
the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UN CED), whic 
rctkcted grmving international concern about the increasing and unsustainable impac 
of human society on the Earth's ecosystems and growing inequality in the patterns o 

development. Fourth, Ministers at Marrakesh agreed a Decision on Trade and 
Environment, in which they took note of the Rio Declaration on Environmeti 
and Development and Agenda 21, and resolved to establish a Conunittee on Trade ari 

Environment to, inter alia, "make appropriate recommendations on whether ari 
modifications to the multilateral trading system are required" to promote snstainab( 
development. Finally, the WTO Agreement included a new Understanding on Ruli:':s 
and Procedures Governing the Settlenient of Disputes (DSU), which established 
comprehensive and powerful dispute settlement system, including a Standing Appellaf 
Body to adjudicate trade disputes. The DSU replaced the old CATT system of dispJ{ 
settlement, which required consensus of all contracting parties before a decision ,~ti 
adopted, with a "reversed or negative consensus" rule, in which decisions are adoptf 

unless all WTO Members decide by consensus not to adopt. Consequently, decisie>{ 
of Panels and the Appellate Body are effectively binding and the WTO system plays( 
much greater role in interpreting and developing international law than disptt{ 

settlement did under the CATT. The multilateral trading system's expanded mand:( 
and "bindingness", in turn, elevated the need for coherence bet\veen its rules aA 
those of other national, regional and international systems, Arguably, tfie.~ 
developments influenced the ensuing WTO jurisprudence on trade and t4 

2" Sl,ril!lp, at para. '153. 
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environment, commencing with the first case to be considered under the new WTO 
system: the Gasoline Case. 

1. The Gasoline Case 

Gasoline involved a challenge by Venezuela and Brazil to a US dornestic 
regulation adopted under the Clean Air Act, on the basis that this regulation imposed 
more stringent standards against in1ported gasoline than against US domestically 
produced gasoline. The case is important in a number of respects. First, it noted that 
the WTO agreernents must not be interpreted in "clinical isolation" from public 
international law.2 1 The Apellate Body cited Article 3.2 of the DSU, which requires 
panels and the Appellate Body to use "customary rules of interpretation" to interpret 
the provisions of the WTO agreements. Article 3.2 provides that the dispute 
settlement system of the WTO "serves to clarify the existing provisions of those 
lWTOl agreements in accordance with customary mies of interpretation of public 
international law." 

What are those customary rules of interpretation of public international law? In 
Gasoline, the Appellate Body stated that "customa1y rules of interpretation" would 
include Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Interpretation of Treaties, which 
"has attained the status of a rule of customaiy or general international lav/'. 22 More 
importantly, in doing so, the Appellate Body has ackno,vledged that the WTO is not a 
hermetically closed regime, 13 impermeable to the other rules of international law. ln 
other words the Appellate Body has "connected" the GATT/WTO sub-system oflaw 
to the rest of international legal order amlimposed on Panels and WTO Members the 
obligation to interpret the WTO Agrecrn.cnt as any other international treaty, thereby 
putting an end to what Kuyper has termed "GATT Panels' ignorance" 24 of the basic 
rules of treaty interpretation. The implications of prohibition against "clinical isolation 
from public international law" are more folly discussed in section 11 of this article. 

Second, the Appellate Body offered an interpretation of Article XX that was more 
textually accurate than the approach adopted by earlier CATT panels and which 
focuses on the need to consider that market access rights and the rights of a countty to 
protect the environment must be reconciled in the context of the WTO call, in its 
Preamble, for sustainable development. In this sense, Article XX provides the interfrtce 

2 ; G,1.<"/im, at p. 17. Sec also McRae, D. ()996): JJ,e C.:o,milmtion ofI11tematio11al 1hrde Lm,, fo file Dewl,•p111c11/ 
of li11a1Mfit>11al Lm,, R.ccucil des Cou,·,, 'J~260. 

22 C<!solim, at p. 17. 
" A concept distinct fmm a so-c,illcd "self-contained" regime or "dosed" sub-system which rde,·s to a sub

system of international law that contains ,;ll the necessary secondary norms and that explicitly pmhibits application 
of secondary nonns. "That i!t. to -:;.01y that the s:ystcn1\ c:ountc-nnc:a~urcs are not the normal countenneasures of 
international law .... but are entirely separate from those nonnal countermea,mes and arc regulated so as to limit 
the freedom of State, to have recourse to them."' On the disnission of why the GATT/\11/TO could be argued 10 

be a self-contained regime, sec Kuyper, PJ (1994): Tl,c La11, ~{CATT"-' ,1 Spi,dal h'dd ,f /i11cni"rh11u,I Lm,,, 
N.Y.1.1., p. 227. 

1•1 Kuyper, as pote 23, above. 
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between the multilateral trading system and other systems of law and policy. Inf 
Gasoline, the earlier GATT jurisprudence wa.s followed by the Panel, which concluded 
that the US regulation violated Article III:4 md that these violations did not satisfy the 
requirements of Article XX. On appeal, the Appellate Body upheld the Panel'{ 
decision that the US measure ultimately failed to qualify for the protective applicatio 
of Article XX, but used a different legal reasoning. Whereas the Panel found that th 
US measure was not justified under Article XX(b), (d) or (g), the Appellate Bod 
allowed the measure under Article XX(g) and went on to examine the consistency d 
the measure with the Article XX chapeau. In the first thorough examination of th 
A1ticle XX chapeau in its 50-year histmy, the Appellate Body detennined that the U 
measure did not satisfy the chapeau requirements, in that it was applied in .. 
discrinunatory and abusive manner and constituted a disguised restriction on trade. / 

A number of aspects of the Appellate Body's interpretation of Article XX shou( 
be recalled. First, the Appellate Body noted the need to "balance" the market-acces 
commitments embodied in the substantive GATT provisions, against the right ·~·.•. 
countries to invoke the Article XX exception. According to the Appellate Body: 

"The relationship between the affinnative commitments set out in, e.g., Articles I, IH and . 
and the policies and interests embodied in the "General Exceptions" listed in Article XX, can 
given 1neaning within the framework of the General Agreement and its object and purpose by 
treaty interpreter only on a case-to-case basis, by careful scrutiny of the factual and legal conte 
in a given dispute, without disregarding the words actually used by the WTO Memhe 
themselves to express their intent and purpose." (Emphasis as original.)2° 

This balancing approach was also reflected in the Appellate Dody's reading oft 
Article XX chapeau. Here, the Appellate Body seems to introduce a tesL 
reasonableness into the analysis: 

,:-:: 

"The chapeau by its express terms addresses, not so much the questioned measure or its spec{. 
contents as such, but rather the manner in which that measure is applied. It is, accordirigl 
important to underscore that the purpose and object of the introductory clauses of Article XX 
generally the prevention of'abuse of the exceptions' of[what was later to become] Article [ ·.·.• 
This insight drawn from the drafting histo1y of Article XX is a valuable one. The chapeau 
animated by the principle that while the exceptions of Article XX may be invoked as a mattt • 
legal right, they should not be so applied as to frustrate or defeat the legal obligations of 
holder of the right under the substantive rules of the General A.1ree1nent. If those exceptions 
not to be abused or misused, in other words, the measures falling within the particular except{ 
must be applied reasonably, with due regard both to the legal duties of the party claiming • 
exception and the legal rights of the other parties concerned." (Emphasis as original.)26 • 

Second, the Appellate Body clarified what is to be considered under Article )( 
Previous decisions (including the Tuna panels and the panel decision in Gasoline)li 
considered whether the violation of one of the GATT provisions (e.g. Articles I, III< 
XI) could benefit from the provisions of Article XX. The Appellate Dody, by cont{ 
established that it is not merely the compatibility of that aspect of the measure t .. 

2'i G.uoline, at p. 18. 
26 Gnmli,w, at p. 22. 
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violates one of the substantive GATT requirements which must be examined under 
XX, but rather the compatibility of the entire measure. 27 This is significant, as, 

•• generally, it is more difficult to prove that the "discriminatory" aspect or the "less 
favourable treatment" provided by the measures, rather than the broader measure itself, 
can be justified on environmental grounds. The Appellate Body noted: 

"The initial issue we arc asked to look at relates to the proper meaning of the term 'measures' as 
used both in the chapeau of Article XX and in Article XX(g). The question is \vhether 
'measures' refers to the entire Gasoline Rule or, alternatively, only to the particular provisions 
of the Gasoline Rule which deal with the establishment of baselines for domestic refiners, 
blenders and importers .... The Panel here ,vas following the practice of earlier Panels in 
applying Article XX to provisions found to be inconsistent with Article III:4: the 'measures' to 
be analysed under Article X.,'( are the same provisions infringing Article lll:4. 28 

One problem with the reasoning in that paragraph is that the Panel asked itself whether the 'less 
favoLirable treatment' of imported gasoline was 'primarily aimed at' the conservation of natural 
resources, rather than whether the 'measure', i.e. the baseline establishment rules, were 
'primarily aimed at' conservation of clean air. In our view, the Panel here was in error in 
referring to its legal conclusion on Article III:4 instead of the measure in issue. The result of this 
analysis is to turn Article XX on its head .... The chapeau of Article XX makes it clear that it is 
the 'measures' ,vhich arc to be examined under Article XX(g), and not the legal finding of 'less 
favourable treatment'. "29 

Third, the Appellate Body established a two-tiered test for applying the Article 
exceptions: 

"In order that the justifying protection of Article XX may be extended to it, the measure at 
issue must not only come under one or another of the particular exceptions-paragraphs (a) to 
0)-listed under Article XX; it must also satisfy the requirements imposed by the opening 
clauses of Article XX. The analysis under Article X.,'( is, in other words two-tiered: first, 
provisional justification by reason of characterization of the measure under JCX(g); second, 
further appraisal of the same measure under the introductory clauses of Article XX."J 11 

Fourth, the Appellate Body clarified the meaning of both Article XX(g) and the 
chapeau of Article XX. In relation to Article X..X(g), the Appellate Body stated th3t a 

> measure would qualify as "relating to the conservation of natural resources", if the 
\ measure exhibited a "substantial relatiomhip" with, and was not merely "incidentally 

or inadvertently aimed at", the conservation of natural resources. Under Article XX(g) 
( a measure against must also be made effective "in conjunction with restrictions on 
> domestic production or consun1ption". In relation to the latter requirement, the 

Appellate Body stated that: 

27 Gasoline, at p, 19; 
"The chapeau of Article XX makes it clear that it i, the 'lllearnres' which arc to be examined under lu:ticlc 
XX(g), and not the legal finding of'less favourable treatment' .... The baseline establishment rules, taken as 
a whole (that is, the provisions relating ro establishment of baselines for domestic refiners, along with the 
provisions relating to bselincs for blenders ,md importers of gasoline), need to he related to the 'non
deg.radation' requirements set out clsewhcr~ in the Gasoline Ruk" 
'" Gasoline, at pp. 13-14. 
2'' Gaso/i11e, at p. 16. 
Jo Gasoli11e, at p. 22. 
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"identity of treatment-comtituting real, not merely formal, equality of treatment was no} 
needed. On the other hand, if no restrictions on domestically produced hke products ari 
imposed at all, and all lunitations are placed upon imported products alone, the measure cannb~ 
be accepted as primarily or even substantially designed for implementing conservationist goals/' 
(Emphasis as original.)" • • 

The Appellate Body determined that the US measure satisfied these requirements, 
marking the first time that Article XX(g) had been used to justify an environmenta 
measure. By adopting a less narrow interpretation of Article XX(g), it increased thb. 
likelihood that future measures would need to be considered under the chapeau. \ 

Finally, when considering the US measure under the chapeau, the Appellat < 

Body, noting the factual findings of the panel, argued that there were reasonab( 
available alternatives that could have been used by the United States that would hav 
avoided discrin1ination against imported gasoline:3 2 •• 

"There was more than one alternative course of action available to the United States ·r 
promulgating regulations implementing the CAA. These included the imposition of statuto 
baselines without differentiation as between domestic and imported gasoline, This approach/ 
properly implemented, could have avoided any discrimination at all. Among the other optiort 
open to the United States was to make available individual baselines to foreign refiners as well 
domestic refiners ... : "' 3 

The Appellate Body concluded that the omission by the United States to explQi: 
co-operation with Brazil and Venezuela to mitigate administrative problems, and 
count the costs imposed on foreign refineries as it did with US refineries, providf 
sufficient evidence that the US measure constituted "unjustifiable discrimination" 
a "disguised restriction on international trade" .14 These concepts were further~"""''"'-' 
in the following Shrimp case. 

2. The Shrimp Case 

After Gasoline, the next WTO case to consider Article XX was the 
dispute. This dispute arose from a challenge by India, Malaysia, Pakistan and 
to a US import ban on shrim_p products from countries without certain 
policies to protect endangered sea turtles from drowning in shritnp trawling nets. 
US regulation effectively reqt1ired exporting countries to adopt a national 

."1_1 G(lsaliuc,, at p. 2l. 
Jl ln fiKt, the discw;sion on the 1neanl:ng of the tenns u-;ed in the- chapeau of Artlcle XX ,:1.r~1s 

extensive and the Appellate Body used the facts mentioned by the Panel in support of its conclusion that 
measure was not "primarily" aimed at (Art. XX(g)) the protection of clean ,iir to conclude that the two 
standards maint,iined by the US regulation violatcd·thc provisions of the chape;ni of Article XX. In 
p,ige 27, the Appellate Body stated: "While the anticipated difficulties concerning verification and 
enforcement ;ire douhdc.ss real to some degree, the Panel viewed them'" insufficient to justify the denial to 
refiners of individual baselines permitted to domestic refiners .... We agree with the finding above made 
Panel Report." 

.B Gasll/iu1:,, at p. 25. 
j 4 G11soliuc,, at pp. 28-29. 
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ensuring the use of a certain process and production method including turtle excluder 
devices (TEDs) to protect sea turtles. 

On this occasion, the Appellate Body considered that the US measure was based 
on a policy covered by Article XX(g), but then determined that the Lnv \Vas 
inconsistent with the language of the Article XX chapcau on the basis that it ,vas 
applied in a manner that led to arbitrary and unjustifiable trade discrimination. The legal 
reasoning of thc Appellate Body to support this conclusion marks the most complete 
discussion of Article XX yet, and therefore deserves careful consideration. 1V1orcovcr, it 
made extensive reference to other sources of international la,v \vhcn interpreting the 
GATT, thereby reinforcing its conclusion in Gasoline that the \VTO Agreement must 

•• not be interpreted in clinical isolation from public international law·. 
The Appellate Dody cornrnenced its decision \Vith a critical appraisal of the earlier 

Shrimp Panel decision. The Panel had formulated a broad test for examining measures 
under the chapeau-one which would exclude any measure that sought to change the 
policies of exporting conntncs (including, in this case, those relating to PPMs used to 
catch shrimp). The Appellate Body reversed this finding, recalling its t\vo-tier test 
established in Gasoline: 

"The ,equence of steps indicated above in the rnalysis of ,1 claim of justification under Article 
XX reflects, not inadvertence or random choice, but r;ither the fundamental structure and logic 
of Article XX." 33 

Then the Appellate Body stated that such types of measures, where a country 
conditions access to its market upon the respect of certain policies, arc not a priori 

incapable of justification under Article XX. It stated: 

"It appears to us, however, that w11dirio11i11g <1(tess to a Member\ domestic market on whether 
exportmg Men1l1ers comply ,vith, or adopt, ,1 po/1iy or policies 1111il,1tcr.illy prescribed by tl1e 
i1nporti11g Member may, to some degree, be a common aspect of measures falling within the 
scope of one or ;mother of the exceptiom (a) to (i) of Article X,X. Paragraphs (a) to (i) comprise 
measures that are recognized as exceptions to subst1111ti//c {)/,/(~a/ions established in the Gl\.TT l 994, 
because the domestic policies embodied in such me;1rnres have been recognized as import,rnt 
and legitimate in character. It is not necessary to assume that requiring from exporting countries 
compliance with, or adoption of, certain policies (although covered in principle by one or 
another of the exceptions) prescribed by the importing country, renders a measure a priori 
incapable of justification under Article XX. Such an intcrpn:t,ltion renders most, 1f not all, of 
the specific exceptions of Article XX inutile, a result abhorrent to the principles of 
interpretation we are bound to apply." (Emphasis addccl.).i<, 

Then the Appellate Body proceeded to the examination of the rne::isure at issue 
ii pursuant to its Gasoline two-tier test. Therefore, it examined Article XX(g) to 

•••··••• determine whether sea turtles ,vere an "exhaustible naturJ! resource", \Vhcthcr the US 
> measure "related to" the conservation of this resource, and whether these measures 

'' S/iriJJJJJ, .it para. l 1 'J. 
51' S/iriJJJp, at para. 12 l. 
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were also made effective in conjunction ,vith "restrictions on domestic production or 
consun1ption ". 

The Appellate Body accepted that endangered sea turtles arc "an exhaustible 
natural resource". In arriving at this conclusion, the Appellate Body stated that the 
concept of natural exhaustible resources, drafted 50 years ago, must be interpreted in 
an "evolutionary" manner: 

"The words of Article XX(g), 'exhaustible natural resources', were actu81ly crafted more 
50 years ago. They must be read by a treaty interpreter in the light of contemporary concerns 
the comnmnity of nations about the protection and conservation of the environment .... 
the perspective embodied in the Preamble of the WTO Agreement, we note that the 
term 'natural resources' in Article XX(g) is not 'static' in its content or reference but is 
'by definition, evolutionary'." (Emphasis as original.)37 

The International Court of Justice has indeed made use of such an 
approach in some cases,38 including in the recent 25 Septe1nber 1997 Case 
the Ga/Jcikouo-Nagymaros Project (Hungary!Slouakia). It is unclear, however, why 
Appellate Body in Shrimp felt the need to adopt this approach, as endangered sea 
would arguably fall within the ordinary meaning of "exhaustible natural resources" 
l 993~ 1994, date of the conclusion of the WTO Agreement. l\,1oreover, a number 
previous panels had recognized that a variety of renewable resources-salmon, 
dolphin, and clean air-all constituted exhaustible natural resources for the purpose 
Article XX(g). 39 

To determine the meaning of "natural resources", the Appellate Dody stated 
it is "pertinent to note that modern international conventions and declarations 
frequent references to natural resources as embracing both living and 
resources." 40 It then went on to examine the use of the term "natural resources" in 
number of international conventions, including the 1982 United Nations 
on the Law of the Sea41 (UNCLOS), the Convention on I3iological Diversity, 
the Resolution on Assistance to Developing Countries adopted in conjunction 
the Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals, 43 and 
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and 
(CITES). As examined further in section III of this article, the use of these treaties 

17 Shrin1p, at para. 129. 
38 See l•,'ami/,ia (L~~al Comeq,.1rnces) AdPisory Opinion (1971) I.CJ. Rep,, at 31. Sec also Aegem1 

Contil!elllal Shelf Case (1978) I.CJ Rep., 3. The Appellate 13ody also quoted Jennings, Robert and Arthur 
(eds) (1992): Oppenheim'.< lntenratio11."1 La111 (9th edition, vol. I) (London: Long1mns, p. 1282 and Jimenez 
Arechaga, R (1978-1): Intanational Law i11 the Past Third o{!I Century, 159 Recucil des Cours 1, p. 49. 

els 'lirna I, at para. 4.9; Sa/111on-Herri1(~, at para. 4.4; ,H1d Gasoline (Panel Report), at para. 6.36. 
4u Shri1!1p, at para. 129. -
41 (Original footnote.) Done at lvlontego Bay, 10 December 1982, UN Doc. A/CCJNF62/l22; 

International Legal lvlatetiab 1261 (hereinafter UNCLOS), 
42 (Original footnote.) Done at Rio de Janeiro, 5 June 1992, 

International Leg,il Materials 818. Biological Diversity, and that ThaiLmd and the United States have 
not ratified the Convention. 

13 Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals, 29 August 1979, 19 J.L.M·. 
44 Convention on International Trade in Endangned Species uf Wild Flora and Fauna, 3 March 

U.S.T. 1087, Tl.AS No. 8247 (hereinafter CITES). 
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interpret WTO provisions raises a number of important questions about how non
WTO conventions and other rules of international law are used by panels and the 
Appellate Body to interpret WTO legal texts. 

After determining that sea turtles \Vere "exhaustible natural resources", the 
Appellate Body examined whether the US measure was sufficiently related to the 
policy goal of conserving these resources. Following an examination of the "general 
design and structure of the measure", the Appellate Body concluded that the measure 
"related to" the goal of conserving exhaustible natural resources as required by Article 
XX(g). The US measure exhibited a "means/ends relationship" with the legitimate 
policy of conserving an exhaustible and endangered species that was observably a close 
and real one. 45 

Finally, the Appellate Body noted that the measures \Vere made ettective in 
conjunction with domestic regulations requiring the use of TEDs. Consequently, the 
US 1neasure satisfied the requirements of Article XX(g). 46 

Having decided that the n1easure satisfied the requirements of Article XX(g), the 
Appellate Body then proceeded to examine the compatibility of the US measure ·with 
the provisions of the chapeau. It reiterated that the purpose of the chapeau of Article 
XX is "generally the prevention of the abuse of the exceptions of Article XX". 47 The 
Appellate Body stated that there are three standards contained in the chapeau. First, the 
measure must not constitute arbitrary discrimination between countries where the same 
conditions prevail. Second, the measure must not constitute ur~iust[fiable discrimination 
between countries where the same conditions prevail. Third, th1c measure must not 
constitute a disguised restriction on international trade. 48 In relation to the first two 
components, which can be read together, the Appellate Body noted that three 
elements must exist. One is that the application of the measure must result in 
discrimination, either between different exporting Members, or between exporting 
Members and the importing Member. Another i, that the discrimination must be 
arbitrary or unjust/fiable in character. Finally, this discrimination must occur between 

countries where the same wnditions pre11ail. 

Tn fact, the Appellate Body interpreted the wording of Article XX in a 
"purposive" manner, noting that when drafting the WTO Preamble, the negotiators 
repeated the wording of the preamble of the GA TT 194 7, but added a reference to 
sustainable development. The Appellate Body stated: 

45 See Shrimp. at para. 135: "Article X..!((g) requires that the measure sought to be jmtified be one which 
'rdat[csj co' the con,ervation of eJ.:hamtible rutur,11 resources. ln making this determination, the treaty interpreter 

-· --essentially looks into the relatiomhip between the measure at stake and rhc legitimate policy of cnmerving 
exhrnstible natural resources." Id. at para. 140: "This requirement is in our view directly connected with the 

___ policy of conservation of sea turtles." Id .. at p.ir:i. 141: "In [its] general design and structure, the measure is not 
_.:_:: di:;proportion~nely \.Vide-1n its scope and reach in relation to the policy objective of protection and conservation nf 
:/ sea turtles. The- 111eans are) in principle, reasonably related to the ends." 
: __ : 41 ' Shril!lp, at para, 143, 

47 Shri111p, at paci. 150. 
" Shri111p, at para. 150. 
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"Those negotiators evidently believed, however, that the objective of 'full use of the resoi.i 
of the world' set forth in the Preamble of the GATT 1947 was no longer appropriate to 
world trading system of the 1990~. As a result, they decided to qualif), the original objectiv • 
the GATT 1947 with the following words: ... while allowing for the optimal use of the \Y6t 
resources in accordance with the objective of sustainable development ... ""~ 

The Appellate Body continued: 

"We note once more that this language demonstrates a recognition by WTO negotiators\ 
optimal me of the world's resources should be made in accordance with the obj{ 
of sustainable development. As this preambular language reflects the intentions of negotiat 
the f,JITO /lgm'llietll, we believe it must add colour, texture and shading to our interpref 
of the agreements annexed to the f+'TO Axree111c11t, in this case, the GATT 1994. We 
already observed that Article XX(g) of the GATT 1994 is appropriately read with 
perspective embodied in the above preamble. 50 i< < 

We also note that since this preambular langmge was negotiated, certain other develop 11 
have occurred which help to elucidate the objectives of WTO Members with respect fo\ 
relationship between trade and the environment. The most significant, in our view, \Vafi 
Decision of Ministers at Marrakesh to establish a permanent Committee on Trade\ 
Environment (the CTE)." (Emphasis as original.) 01 •• • 

After identifying the preambular reference to sustainable development as rele 
to its interpretation of Article XX, the Appellate Body went on to examine the sp{ 
terms of Article XX. In its analysis, it continued and further developed its approic 
Casoli11c by requiring a balance to be struck between the violation of CATT /W 
rules on market access, and the right for a country to take measures for the protec • 
of its enviromnent: 

"Turning then to the chapeau of Article XX, we consider that it embodies the recogniti(JJ 
the part of WTO Members of the need to maintain a balance of ri,Rhts and obl(,!alio11s betwee1i 
right of a Member to invoke one or another of the exceptions of Article XX, specifie • 
paragraphs (a) to U), on the one hand, and the substantive rights of the' other MemberstJ 
the GA 'IT 1994, on the other hand. Exercise by one Member of its right to invoke 
exception, such as Article XX(g), if abused or misused, will, to that extent, erode or reri 
rnught the subst<1ntive treaty right~ in, for example, Article XI:1, of other Members. Sin1ila 
because the CATT 1994 itself makes available the exceptions of Article XX, in recognitio 
the legitin1ate nature of the policies and interests there embodied, the right to invoke on 
those exceptions is not to be rendered illusory. The same concept may be expressed fro{ 
slightly different angle of vision, thus, a balance must be struck between the rix/ll of a Mert\ 
to invoke an exception under Article XX and the duty of that same Member to respect 
treaty rights of the other Members. To permit one Member to abuse or misuse its righ 
invoke an exception would be effectively to allow that Member to degrade its own fr 
obligations as well as to devalue the treaty rights of other Members .... The chapeau\ 
mstalled at the head of the li~t of 'General Exceptions' in .Article XX to prevent such 
reaching consequences." (Ernpha,is added.)·"1 • • 

-l') Shrimp. at para. 150. 
Shrimp, at para. 153. •· • ·•• 

;; ~;:::::::;:: ":t';'.'.;.}54i"sr,_ Some parallels could be drawn with the international law prindpli\ 
"proportionality" (see section V, below). 
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,,.... In light of this "balancing test", the Appellate Body referred to a line of 
'}quilibrium" that must be drawn when examining a measure under the chapeau; 

"The task of interpreting and applying the chapeau is, hence, essentially the delicate one of 
locating and marking out a line of eqr.iilibri11m between the right of a Member to invoke ,in 

exception under Article XX and the rights of the other Mem.bers under varying substantive 
provisions (e.g. Article XI) of the GATT 1994, so that neither of the competing rights will 
cancel out the other and thereby di.,tort and nullify or impair the balance of rights and 
obligations comtmcted by the Members themselves in that Agreement. The location of the line 
of equilibrium, as expressed in the chapeau, is not fixed and unchanging; the line moves as the 
kind and the shape of the measures at stake vary and as the facts making up specific cases differ." 
(Emphasis as original.) 53 

.. '• After examining the US measure under Article XX(g), the Appellate Body 
.. • ntinued to review the rncasure under the Article XX chapeau. After noting that the 
~apeau "projects both procedural and substantive requirements", it went on to 
e:tcrmine that the measure was applied in a manner that caused both arbitrary and 
/~ustifiable discrimination. A number of factors were identified to support this 
i nclusion. First, the measure failed to provide exporting countries with sufficient 
\xibility: 

"Section 609, m its application, is, in effixt, an economic embargo which requires all <lther 
exportin,1; 1We111bm, if they wish to exercise their GATT rights, to adopt essentially the same policy 
(together with an approved enforcement programme) as that applied to, and enforced on, 
United States domestic shrimp trawlers. As enacted by the US Congress, the statutory provision., 
of the US regulation do not, in them.selves, require that other WTO Members adopt t•ssentialli• 
the same policies and enforcement practices as the United States. Viewed alone, the statute 
appears to permit a degree of discretion or flexibility in how the standards for detennining 
comparability might be applied, in practice, to other countries. However, any flexibility that 
may have been intended by Congress when it enacted the statuto1y provision has been 
effectively eliminated in the implementation of that policy through the 1996 Guidelines 
promulgated by the I )epartment of State and through the practice of the administrator.; in 
making certification determinations. 54 

It may be quite acceptable for a government, in adopting and implementing a domestic policy, 
to adopt a single standard applicable to all its citizens throughout that counny. However, it is 
not acceptable, in international trade relations, for one WTO Member to use an economic 
embargo to l'equire other Members to adopt essentially the san1e comprehensive regulatmy 
programme, to achieve a ceitain policy goal, as that in force within that Meniber's territory, 
u1itho11t taking into consideration different conditions which may occur in the territories of those 
other Mem.bers:'" 
In other words, shrimp caught using methods identical to those e1nploycd in the United States 
have been excluded from the United States' market solely because they have been caught in 
waters of countries that have not been certified by the United States. The resulting situation is 
difficult to reconcile with the declared policy objective of protecting and conserving sea turtles. 
This suggests to us that this nieasure, i11 its application, is more concerned with effectively 
influencing WTO Members to adopt essentially the same comprehensive rcgulatmy regime as 

=-\ .Shrimp. at para. 1 5~). 
,., Sliriwl', at p:ir;i. 161. 
:i;; Shriwp. r1t p:.w:l. 164. 
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that applied by the United States to its domestic shrimp trawlers, even though many of 
Members may be differentially situated."-' 6 (Emphasis added.) 

Second, the Appellate Dody noted that the United States failed: 

"to engage the appellees, as well as other Members expmting shrimp to the United States, 
serious, across-the-board negotiations with the objective of concluding bilateral or ""-"""a,erat.i)':\ 
agreements for the protection and conservation of sea turtles, before enforcing the unt0c,rF:::>/ 
prohibition against the shrimp exports of those other Members. "57 

Here, the Appellate Body noted that the United States had negotiated 
concluded a regional agreement for the conservation of sea turtles-the 
American Convention. This, according to the Appellate Body, provided 
evidence that an alternative course of action was "reasonably open" to the 
States for securing the legitimate policy objective of its measure: 

"The juxtaposition of (a) the consensual undertakings to put in place regulations providing 
inter alia, use ofTEDs jointly determined to be suitable for a particular party's mariti1ne areas, 
(b) the reaffirmation of the parties' obligations under the H-'TO Agreement, including 
Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade and Article XI of the GATT 1994, suggests that 
parties to the Inter-American Convention together marked out the equilibrium line to 
we referred earlier. The Inter-American Convention demonstrates the conviction 
signatories, including the United States, that consensual and multilateral procedures are 
and feasible for the establishment of programmes for the conservation of sea turtles. 
the Inter-American Convention emphasizes the continuing validity and significance 
XI of the GATT 1994, and of the obligations of the WTO Agreement generally, in H«urncd11uu 

the balance of rights and obligations under the MITO Agreement among the signatories of 
Convention. 58 

The Inter-American Convention thus provides a convincing demonstration that an 
course of action was reasonably open to the United States for securing the legiti111ate policy g 
of its meast,re, a course of action other than the unilateral and non-consensual procedures oft 
import prohibition under Section 609. It is relevant to observe that an import prohibition 
ordinarily, the heaviest 'weapon' in a Member's armoury of trade measw·es. The record do 
not, however, show that serious efforts were made by the United States to negotiate simif 
agreements with any other count1y or group of countries before (and, as far as the record sho • 
after) Section 609 was enforced on a world-wide basis on 1 May 1996. Finally, the record 
does not show that the appellant, the United States, attempted to have recourse to 
international mechanisms as exist to achieve co-operative efforts to protect and conserve 
turtles 59 before imposing the import ban." (Emphasis added.)6° 

Third, the United States had negotiated seriously with some Members but 
with others that export shrin1p to the United States. This fact was regarded by 
Appellate Body as "plainly discriminatory and, in our view, unjustifiable". 61 

-~; Shrimp, at para. 165T 
58 Shn"mp, at p;ira. 166. 

Sl,riwp, at par;L 170. 
59 (C)riginal footnote,) While the United States is a party to CITES~ it did not 1nake auy atten1pt to 

the issue of sea turtle mortality due to shrimp trawling in the CITES Standing Committee as a subject 
concerted action by Stares. In this context, we note that the United Statc-s, for example, has not signed 
Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animah or UN CLOS, and has not ratified 
Convention on Biological Diversity. 

w Shrimp, at para. 17L 
'" Shri'rnp, at para. 172. 
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Finally, the Appellate Body noted that the United States only offered the appellees 
four months to implement the TED requi1·ement, whereas other countries in the 
Caribbean and Western Atlantic area had been given a longer period of time. 
Together, the Appellate Body noted, these differences in treatment constituted 
"unjustifiable discrimination". 

In addition to this finding, the Appellate Dody concluded that the US measure 
was applied in a way that caused "arbitrary discrimination". It cited "rigidity and 
inflexibility" in the US certification process, 62 the lack of "formal written, reasoned 
decisions", 63 and a denial of "basic fairness and due process" 64 as justification for this 
result. 

D. CONCLUSION 

These two decisions, Gasoline and Shrimp, mark a step forward by the WTO 
Appellate Body in addressing the relationship between trade and environment policies 
in WTO dispute settlement. It can be said now that Article XX's requirement that a 
reasonable balance be struck between Members' market access rights and the right of 
Members to take measures pursuant to other policies that may dash with market 
access65 is a recognition that the GA TT /WTO subsumes a need to ensure coherence 
between different State policies. This necessity to resolve tensions between trade and 
other policies must also be examined in the light of the general international law 
principle against conflicts of laws and thus in pursuance of greater coherence amongst 
systems of laws. 

From a trade and environment perspective, regardless of whether the Appellate 
Body's approaches in Gasoline and Shrimp are welcomed by WTO Members, it is now 
open to the membership to define which measures are permitted as valid environmental 
actions, and which actions should be prohibited as disguised protectionism pursuant to 
Article XX. The Appellate Body noted that the chapeau suggests both procedural and 
substantive elements. However, as a practical matter, the Appellate Body provided 
governments with little guidance about what is required before a measure will pass A1ticle 
XX. What kinds of PPM-based measures are permitted under A1ticle XX? To what 
extent, for example, must WTO Members engage in multilateral discussions, provide 
financial and technical assistance or exhaust other options before implementing trade 
sanctions? What kinds of special efforts must be made to protect the 1ights of developing 
count1ies? What other disciplines should be placed on unilateral action to ensure that 

powerful countties do not use it as a way of transferring the cost of environmental 
protection to the weaker members of tl1e international community of nations? 

62 Shrimp, at para. 177. 
''' Slil'imp, at pa,·a. 180. 
,,., Shrimp, at para. 181. 
' 5 The need to ensure that those exceptions are applied reasonably, with due regard both to the leg.ol duties 

of the party claiming the exception and the legal rights of the other parties concerned. G,1-rnlir1r, at p. 22. 
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·:·:-: 

Clearly, further accommodation of environmental measures. in the WT0 is / 
possible without undermining its open, non-discriminatoiy character. The Appellate < 
Body's concept of a "line of equilibrium" is an important one as it reinforces the need • .. • .. 
for a careful balance to be struck between WT0 obligations and the right of WTO 
Mernbers to pursue other policies. However, defining the "line of equilibrium" is no ) 
easy task. The challenge in future cases will be to establish this balance in a way that 
promotes multilateral co-operation, predictability and the rule oflaw, and that ensures 
the coherence of trade and other policies. lt must balance the urgent need for action to { 
address envii-onmental problems and the obligation to maintain and increase trade) 
opportunities, in particular for developing countries. It must also promote international< 
co-operative action and ensure that developed countries, when seeking to address / 
international environmental problems, honour their commitment to assume/ 
obligations of common but differentiated responsibility. 

As noted in section III, in the absence of any new WT0 provisions, this line of•> .. 
equilibrium will be established on an ad hoc basis by the practice of States, and the decisiom j 
of Panels and the Appellate Body through the development of rules on a case-by-case > 

basis. Alternatively, as noted in section IV, WT0 Members can introduce greater cla1ity< 
about how the rules of the multilateral trading system and other systems oflaw and policy\ 
can be reconciled by interpreting or amending WT0 n1les, or adopting new agreements.> 

III. THE CHALLENGE TO THE WT0 DISPUTE SETTLEMENT MECHANISM [N THE EVEN}ti 

MEMBERS TAKE No FURTHER ACTION TO ADDR_ESS ThADE AND ENVIRONMENT \ 

ISSUES 

The potential for clashes between trade and environment policies and otheii 
policies undermines the predictability and stability of international relations in both 
trade and environmental fora. Yet even if Members arc unable to agree on how to/ 
reconcile tensions between trade and environment policies, either at the CTE m future/ 
negotiations, the WT0 dispute settlement mechanism must continue to "cope" wit~. 
enviromncnt-related disputes using existing WTO prnvisions. . .. ····. 

In the absence of negotiated guidelines or other measures to reconcile these} 
tensions, WTO Panels and the Appellate Body will probably develop rules on a case.J 
by-case application of Article XX and the other environmental provisions in th 
WT0. The issue, then, is how Article XX and other environmental provisions withiri. 
the WT0 system should, or will, be interpreted and applied to strike a balance (atj 
equilibrium line) between competing trade and environment policy goals in order to 
maximize their joint contribution to the sustainable developrnent of WT0 Members?: 
In undertaking this task, which legal principles and instruments could be used to guid#: 
the interpretation of Article XX and to assess the WT0-cornpatibility of trade 
measures used to achieve environmental goals? } 

This section addresses the issue by examining the nattm: of the WT0 system and the. 
extent to which Panels and the Appellate Body may use outside sources oflaw to resolv§. 
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this tension. The starting point in this analysis is to note that there exists a spectrum of 
views about the extent to ,vhich the WTO system is, and should be, integrated into the 
broader body of international Jaw. At one end of this spectrum is the view that the WTO 
and its dispute settlement system is essentially a dosed system that is independent of public 
international law rules and principles. This vie\v is critical of the Appellate Dody's use of 
outside legal rules and obligations to interpret the "\.VTO texts. At the other end of the 
spectrum is the view that the WTO dispute settlement system is essentially a court of 
"general jurisdiction" that may enforce a variety oflegal rights and obligations in addition 
to those specifically set out in the WTO agreements. Between these poles, lies the 
approach suggested in this article. While non-WTO legal rules may be used when 
interpreting and applying WTO provisions, the specific and circumscribed mandate and 
jurisdiction of WTO adjudicating bodies does not extend so far as to pem1it them to 
enforce independent rights and obligations embodied in public international law. 

Here, we will make a distinction between three types of WTO situations. First, are 
the WTO "covered agreernents", which mrnt be applied and enforced by \VTO 
adjudicating bodies. Second, are legal rights and obligations that are formed outside the 
WTO system, but that are cxplidtly refi_'.1-e11crd within the WTO texts. Depemling on the 
wording of the reference, these may be either enforced as part of the covered agreements 
or used as a necessary tool of interpretation by WTO a4judicating bodies. Third, are all 
other international mles that, according to customary rules of interpretation, may, and in 
certain cases must, be used to interpret WTO provisions. This article examines a number 
of recent Appellate Body decisions, the Vienna Convention's customary rules of 
interpretation and other principles of public international law to interpret WTO 
obligations. Finally, we also examine whether non-WTO rules could be used as evidt'nce 
that WTO obligations have as a factual matter been complied ,vith. 

A. THE WTO IS NOT A CLOSED SYSTEM 

•••··•.··· It is clear from. the provisions of the DSU aud frorn existing WTO jurisprudence 
:> that the WTO is not a closed system that is impervious to other sources of 
>international la,v. A number of factors support this conclusion. First, the existence of 
> environmental, health, social, security and other exceptiom to WTO obligations links 
< the WTO with other systems of la,v and policy. That exceptions rnch as Article' XX 
> fail to provide Members, Panels and the Appellate Body with detailed criteria for 
) judging trade and environment disputes does not permit them to avoid their 

responsibility to adjudicate.c,c, As recognized by the Appellate Body in Shri111p: 

'''' See Bourgrni,, J. (19')8)• TT1TC) Di.1p11te Sl'trlrn1rnt in t!!f l'idd ,if' A11ri-D11111pi11g Dlll', Journ:il uf 
lntcrnation,il Economic Liw l ( 1998) 259, at 27 l. As noted by Jacques Bourgtois, a distinction here must be 
nude between concepts that were left vague by WTO negotiators and those that were left unregulated. Only the 
latter would permit a Panel or the Appellate Body to refuse jurisdiniuu on the basis of:, liilll•liq11tl (i.e. issue not 

to legal ,idJu<liution due to the absence of Lm on the matter or for otl1er reasons such ,11 politiciJ 
i111pcdl1nent). The c:xistence of Article XX, and of cnvirorn11-entc1l exception~ cl-;ewhe-re in the- WTO ~lgree-rnent:s~ 
implies that Panels rnd the AppelL,te Dody arc ch,1rged with a duty to entertain tr,ide and rnvimrn11ent disputes, 

in the presence of significant unccrt:\inty about how the relevant \VTU provisions :ipply. Sec also Tr:1ch111a11. 
(i 999)• '/1,e Donli1i11 ,,( IYI'O Dispute lfrs,•liit/011, 1 ')9~ Harv:inl lnternatioml Law Jouni,d (September). 
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< .::.<:_: 

"Pending any specific recommendations by the CTE to WTO Members on the issues raised hi 
its terms of reference, and in the absence up to 110111 of any agreed amendments or modifications tc/ 
the substantive provisions of the GATT 1994 and the WTO Agrccn1ent generally, we must fu!fii{ 
our responsibility in this specific case, which is to interpret the existing language of the chapeau 6[ 
Article XX by examining its ordinary meaning, in light of its context and object and purpose itl 
order to determine whether the United States m~asure at issue qualifies for justification uncle{ 
Article XX." 67 (Emphasis added.) • 

Obliged to adjudicate disputes, even when involving the interpretation of thJ 
most obscure provisions of the WTO Agreement, and to do so in an "objcctiyJ 
manner" (Article 11 of the DSU), Panels and the Appellate Body have no alternative 
other than to look for information that will lead them to the reasonable and objectiv¢> 
meaning of the terms of the treaty that they must ultimately interpret, apply an 
enforce. The scarcity of information within the WTO Agreement, such as wh{ 
dealing with environment issues, necessarily obliges the honest and objecti\' 
interpreter to take into account any relevant information, even outside the WT 
provisions themselves. •·-·••···· 

Second, as noted already, Article 3.2 of the DSU requires the WTO agreemeit 
to be interpreted in light of customary rules of interpretation, and the Appellate Bo 
has stated that these agreements must not be interpreted in clinical isolation of publi 
international law. This reference to the massive body of rules existing in publi 
international law cannot be denied. / 

Third, it can be argued that Article 31 of the Vienna Convention, as discuss{ 
below, in certain case5 requires any interpretative body, such as Panels and the Appellat; 
Body, to use or to take into account outside legal materials when interpreting WT 
obligations. > 

Fourth, the WTO Agreement Prean1ble commits WTO Members to u{ 
"optin1al use of the world's resources in accordance with the objectives of sustainabl 
development". The objective of sustainable development can only be understood\ 
light of contemporary law and policy that defines and supports this goal. In th.' 
context, it may be worth noting the Marrakesh Decision on Trade and Environme 
where WTO Members took note of the Rio Declaration on Environment art 
Development and which provides parameters for the concept of sustainabl 
development. 

It is also worth recalling the statement of the International Court of Justice in th. 
Case Concerning the Ga/JdkoiJo-Nagymaros Project (Hungary!Slovakia):68 -·-. 

"53 ... , The Court recalls that it has recently bad occasion to stress, in the following terms, th 
great significance that it attaches to respect for the cuvironment, not only for States but also b 
the whole of mankind: • • • 

"' Shri!llp, at par,l. 155. • \ 
"" Case Co11cemi11g lite G"bdko11<1-1Vagpm11os Pmjea (H1111ga1"y!S/01)(1kia), I.CJ, 25 September 1997. For.•a_·. 

analysis of that l.C.J. case, see Boyle, Allan (1997): The Gabcikwo-Nagymams Case: New Law i11 Old Bot/Ir: 
Yearbook of fnternational Environmental Law, vol. 8. pp. 13-20. 
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'the environment is not an abstraction but represents the living space, the quality of hfr: 
and the very health of human beings, including generations unborn. The existence of the 
general obligation of States to ensure that activities within their jmisdiction and control 
respect the environment of other States or of areas beyond national control is now part of 
the corpus of international h1N relating to the environment.' (L:,;ality ~f the Threat or Use of 
Nuclear Weapons, /ldvisoiy Opinion, I.CJ, Reports 1996, pp. 241-242, para, 29.) 

140 .... Throughout the ages, mankind has, for economic and other reasons, comtantly 
interfered with nature. In the past, this ,vas often done without consideration of the effects upon 
the environment. Owing to new scit;ntific insights and to a growing awareness of the risks for 
mankind-for present and future generations-of pursuit of such interventions Jt an 
unconsidered and unabated pace, new norms and standards have been developed, set forth in a 
great nnmber of instruments during the bst two decJdes. S11rh 11ei1, norms ha/Je to be laken into 
consideration, and such new starufords git1e11 pr<'per weig/1t, 11.ot only when States co111e111plate 1iew aaivitics 
b11t also whm co11timii1Jg with actiuities begun i11 the past, T11is need to recondle cro110111ic dePclopi11cnt with 
protection ~f the e1wirom11e11t is aptly expressed /11 the concept of sustainable deue/opment." (Emphasis 
added.) 

Finally, if interpreted and developed in isolation from the rest of international law, 
the WTO would risk formal "conflicts" with other international mle,, contrary to the 
general international law presumption against conflicts and for effective interpretation 
of treaties. It seems clear that this first approach cannot be sustained. 

THE WTO [S NOT A CUUR T Of' GENERAL JURISD!C:TlON 

While it is clear that the WTO is not impermeable to other legal rights and 
obligations, the extent to which these may be applied within the WTO system is less 
clear. Do WTO panels and the Appellate Body have the remit to enjiwe rules arising 
outside the boundaries defined by the WTO agreements? 

.. · Public international law embodies a rich array of legal rules and principles. lt has 
< been argued that a variety of these provide "sources of law" that may be applied by 

Panels and the Appellate Dody when acljudicating WTO disputes. Palmeter and 
Mavroidis have argued 69 that Article 7 of the DSU substitutes, mutatis 111utandis, Article 

of the Statute of the International Court of Justice. Consequently they argue that-
.• in addition to WTO texts, Panel and Appellate Body reports-custom, the \','ritings of 

····•.·· publicists, general principles oflaw, and other international instruments may be applied 
i by the WTO dispute settlement system which is not a self-contained regime. 70 

While this approach would provide a strong link between the WTO system and 
the broader body of international law, it threatens, if unqualified, to turn the WTO 

''" P,dmctcr, David and Petros Mavroidis (1998): The IY/O Legal S)•stc111. S011nes of I .111•, AJI.L., vol. LJ2, no. 
3, 198. 

·. • "1 Schoenbamn. Thomas (1998): I+'TO Dispute Setrii'luenl: Pmiscs mu/ S1\~~es1ionsf,,r Rcj:,m,, l.C.L.Q. vol. 47, p. 
·:·· 647 n1ai11talns a s.irnibr position a11d argues th;it Art. 19 of the DSU contain, ;111 ''i111plicd powers cbnsc \vhich should 

<::. be interpreted broadly so tlnt the Panels and Appellate Rody can decide ,.,ll aspects of a case". Ou the other hmd . 
.. ...;..: 1i-aclnnan, Joel (1999): T/1r Domei11 of IV'/ 0 Dispute Rcso/11tio11, 1 'J99 Harvard International Law Journal (Septcmher) 
·: • argues that Panels and the Appellate Body crnnot apply and enforce non-'IVTO provisions except those referred to 
•• · u, the TRIPS Agreement and in waivers. Although this author agree., with the general statement of Ti•arhman, she 

Would suggest that his classific.niun and isolation of waivers and disputes involving TRIPS may not be complete. 
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into a court of general jurisdiction like the International Court of Justice. .. 
would seem difficult to reconcile with the precise language of the DSU, ,vith existing/ 
Appellate Dody deci~ions, and with sound policy-making. ··.··••• 

Both Article 7 and Article 11 of the DSU suggest that the WTO dispute/ 
settlement system has a limited mandate. Article 7 provides: 

"11•111is of Reference of Panels \( 
1. Panels shall have the following terms of reference unless the parties to the dispute agree/ 
otherwise within 20 days from the establishment of the Panel: •• 

To cxami11c, in tlie l(,:'11 qf the rcleua11t pror,isio11s in (11a111e ~f the cwcred cwree111c111(:,) cited liy tire( 
parties lo tlie dispute), the matter referred to the DSI3 by (name of party) in document . . ,/ 
and to make such findings as will assist the DSB in making the recommendations or iri/ 
giving the rulings provided for iu that/those agreernent(s). ••• 

2. Panels shall address the relevant provisions i11 m1y covered agreemwl or agreements cited by the\ 
parties to the dispute." (Emphasis added.) •• •·.· 

Article 7(2) seems to limit a panel's terms of reference to the "covered 
agreements", which are defined in Annex T of the DSU to include only the WT 

71 ·.·•• agreements. • < 
Article 11 of the DSU also suggests a limited jurisdiction for Panels. Tt requires> 

Panel to: 

"make an objective assessment of the matter before it, including an objective assessment of thif 
fact.1 of the case and the applicability of and w11f<muity 11Jith the relevalll co11cred agreements, and maki 
such other findings as will assi,t the DSB in making the recommendations or in giving the' 
mlings provided.f<,r in the cwercd <(~l't'elllents." (Emphasis added.) •• 

It seems, therefore, that under the DSU not all sources of law may be applied 6 
enforced by WTO adjudicating bodies. 72 Moreover, two countries, not Members 8 
the WTO cannot simply agree to bring their case before a WTO Panel, as they cou] 
before the International Court of Justice, for instance. The WTO dispute settleni.eti 
mechanism is limited to disputes involving full Members of the WTO. And evenf 
cases between WTO Members, these countries could not agree between themselves ix 
vest a WTO panel with the authority to examine non-WTO matters. < 

The limited jurisdiction of WTO adjudicating bodies can he argued to have bel 
confirmed in recent Appellate Body decisions. In Poultry, Brazil claimed that 
European Communities had not provided it with the full allocation of a tariff quota 
frozen chicken imports, contraty to obligations under the EC schedules and 
bilateral "Oilseeds Agreement". Here, the Appellate Body acknowledged that 
Oilseeds Agreement was not "applicable law'' and, thus, could not be enforced 
WTO dispute settlement mechanism. It stated: 

7_1 The text in French is c-vcn 1nore clear bccau\.e it repec1ts '\Kcords vis6s" t•.vice. 
" Sec ,\ho, Trachman, Joel (199'!): The D,,111ai11 of l•VTO Dispute Reso/11ti,,11, Hc1rvard 

Jollrn'11 (September). 
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"In our view, it is not neccssa1y to have recourse to t:ither Article 59.1 or Article 30.3 of the 
Vienna Co1wc111io11 .... As such, it [the Schedule of the EC] fom1, part of the multilateral 
obligations undci- the vVTO Alree111e11/. The Oilseeds Agreement, in contrast, is a bilateral 
agreement negotiated by the European Communities and Drazil under Article XXVllI of the 
GATT 1947, as part of the resolution of the dispute in EEC'-Oilsccds. As such, the Oilseeds 
Agreement is not a 'covered agreement' vv-ithin the meaning of Articles 1 and 2 of the DSU. 
Nor is the Oilseeds Agreement part of the multilateral obligatiom accepted by Drazil and the 
European Communities pursuant to the fVTO Agreemmt, ,vhich came into effect 011 l January 
1995. The Oilseeds Agreement is not cited in any Annex to the l+TO ARrecmenl. Although the 
provisions of certain legal instruments that entered into force under the GATT 1947 were made 
part of the GATT 1994 pursuant to the language in Annex 1 A incorporating the CATT 1994 
into the f;f/TO Agreemetil, the Oilseeds Agreement is not one of those leg.1l instruments.n 
It is Schedule LXXX, rather than the Oilseeds Agreement, which contains the relevant 
obligations of the European Communities under the kVTO .1:1.~rmnent. Therefore, it is Schedull' 
LXXX, rather than the Oilseeds Agreement, ,vh.ich forms the legal hJsis for this dispute and 
which must be interpreted in accordance with 'crntomary mies of interpretation of pubhc 
international law' under Artie.le 3.2 of the DSU." 74 

This seerns to provide that even agreements negotiated under the auspices of the 
Agreement, such as those negotiated under Article XX.VIII of the GA TT, 

\ useful tools of interpretation but as such cannot be er1forced by any WTO 
•• \ adjudicating body (unless, as discussed belo,v, the WTO provision explicitly provides 
/ otherwise). 75 

Finally, sound policy mitigates against pennitting WTO Panels and the Appellate 
\Dody to enforce outside obligations. While the WTO should ensure that its 

\ interpretation and application of WTO rules are consistent with public international 
'< law, permitting it to enforce outside rules by providing remedies for breach of public 
/ international law would threaten to overload the multilateral trading system. Fnrther, it 

may avert focus from the need to improve dispute resolution and enfixcement in other 
< sub-systems of international law, such as the Multilateral Enviromnental Agreements. 

7·' Po11/ir), at pc1ra. 79. 
. " Po11llry, at para. 8']. The Appellate Body continued and st:ited that such rn Oilseed Agreement ,:nulcl be 

··/:.ll,ed pursuant to Art. 32 of the Vienna Convention, ,is part of the circumstances of the negotiation of the 
> Schedule. It should be noted that the arbitrator1 in the Hornw11cs Arbitration Report (para. 51, \VT/DS2(,/ ARH) 
'lindcr Art. 22 of the DSU cousidaed that based on Art. 30 of the Vienna Convention the only applicable 
: .. provisions were those of the Schedules of the \VTO Agreement and not the text of the bilateral agrern1ent 
.:.between the EC and the United Stat~,. We discuss briefly below what cuuld be argued to be the scope of the 

,\..'expression "principles of interpretation of public international law" referred to in Art. 3.2 of the DSU. Interesting 
\i._qur-stions re1nain as tn the legal nature of ll]any docun1c-nt;i:; negotiated under the ;nispi-ces. of the (--;.ATT. The 
::··:"Modalities Paper" is not explicitly referenced in the \VTO Agreement no Agrfrultmc or in Men,bers' Scheduks. 
>:A diflirent situation appears to exist with the "Telecom Reference Pap~r", which is cited i11 some Members' 
/·.Schedule,. 
::.:... 70 Sec the mling of the Chairrna11 in Uuited Statcs-Mmli" of Pi-efcrmccs, 9 Augmt 1949, B!SD 11/l I to the 
:.ieffect that a hihteral agrenncnt cannot be enforced hy a CATT Panel. The im1e uf the \i/TO ron1patibil.ity of a 
·::regioml trade agreement with WTO provisions, indmling Art. XX!V, 1, not really different a,, should Panels h,lve 
.. _.:.wldc jurisdiction to as,e:is the uvcr.::11 compatibility of rcgirnia1 trade ;_1grcc1ncnts. they wo11ld still he ex:-nnining 
.:_whether ..1 Mc-111hcr's ~pe-cific 111c,Esurc Ol ib regional tr~1dc ,1gret'ment w1th other Member~ is co1npatible with the 
::-WTO ag-rcc1nerit~, taking into ,1ccount th-c possihk exL"eptions authnriz-ed hy Art. XXIV I11 ~,11 c;1~n, 1--\mds \vo1ild 
:)lOt be ,ienforcing" tlic- provision:s of the rcgilw1a] trJdc- ag;rcc-me:11t. sonietbing tint conlJ be llurn: by the ~.unles to 
:)he rcgio1ul trade- agrl:'crne11t only pursu~mt to tbe di:,putc- scltknit"11t procedures nf th~ regi011c1l trade i1gn~e111t'"nt 
.)tsdf {Jn the relation,hip between the dispute- sc-trknH:'nt proct-durc:,; under regio11,1l tr;H.k ::ign .. ·cnH:'llt'' ~,nd rh,1t of 
.. :·the GA.TT or the WTO. sec /vlarce,n,, Gthriclle ( 19'!7): Dispute Sc11/n11rnf ,Hcdw11isms-J<c;~i,,110/ or Jf1i/1i/,11n,J/ 
.. \A.~n·,,111c111: (.(i/,ic/i One is B<'l1n?, .J.W.T.. wil. 21, 11u. 3. p. !U). 
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Rather than overloading the WTO trading system, it is necessary to define 
the respective competence of different legal systems, invest the political capital require 
to build effective dispute resolution in those systems that lack it, and to explicitly 
define integrated guidelines, both procedural and substantive, to deal with the linkage{ 

While we suggest that the WTO should not enforce non-WTO rules 
independcntly, 76 it may, in certain cases, enforce outside sources oflaw \"lhere these a/ 
explicitly referenced in the WTO texts and ,vhcn such action is mandated by the tent{ 
of the WTO provisions; they would, however, be enforced through WTO provision~ 

The use of outside law (non-WTO) will depend on the terms of the WT 
provisions at issue. Numerous references to outside rules and standards can be found' 
the WTO agreemcnts. 77 In some cases, the WTO provision should be interpreted 
requiring the outside obligation to be enforced within the WTO system; in others, th: 
outside provision will n1erely provide interpretive material that must be used by WT 
adjudicating bodies when enforcing another WTO obligation. ··•·.·•·· 

The TRIPS Agreement, for example, incorporates into its text, obligations arisi11 
in a series of pre-existing intellectual property treaties. 78 Article 2 states "[iln respect> 
Parts II, III and IV of this Agreement, Members shall comply with Articles 1 throu. 
12, and Article 19 of the Paris Convention (1967)". The provisions of the P3. 
Convention, and the rights and obligations arising there, thus, have been explicf 
cited in the TRIPS Agreement as \VTO obligations. Incorporated into the fabric 
the TRIPS Agreement, Panels and the Appellate Body would apply these provisio 
but through the WTO provisions or as WTO obligations. 79 • ••• 

This latter situation may be contrasted with one in which, 
incorporating an obligation from an outside agreement into the . text 
agreement, an outside obligation is explicitly referenced to define or 
obligation ,vhose locus is within a WTO agree1ncnt. This is often the 

Hi Ho\vcvcr, see bdo\v the brief discu~slon on non-violation con1plaints. 
77 l::;or instance, the- TBT Agn:ernent requires consideration of international stanJ~1nh and conform· 

assessment sy,tems defined by the ISO and other organizations. The SPS Agreernent refers to standards set bi' 
Codex Ali111cntarius Cornrnis)ion, the Internation::tl ()fficc of Eµizootics and organizations operating ,vithiri . 
framework of the International Plant Protectio11 Convention. The Agreement on the lnterpretatio11 of Art. Vll 
tl1e CATT 1 994 (Valuation Agreement) re±ers to the work of the World Customs Organization. Art. XX(hf 
GATT refers to any intergovernmental commodity agreements. Art. XXI on security exception to the GI\ 
refers to "obligations under the United Nations Charter for the maintenance ofinternatiunal peace and sccuri 
Palrneter and Mavroidis have argued th,rt Annex I(k) of the SCM Agreement also refers somewhat indirectly· 
the provisions of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) ArrangemeriC 
Guidelines for Officially Supported Export Credits. Sec T/,e WTO Legal System: Sources of Lmv, A.J.l.L. vol/. 
p. 398 (1998). >> 

78 Agreernent on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Right, (hereinafter TRIPS Agreement/' 
19 It ls lnterc~ting to note for instance that the request for consultation:, by the European Conunu1i(. 

against the United States in the dispute U11ifcd S1ates-Sec1io11 2 ll 011miims Appropriations /la qf 1998 ~•. 
0S176) provides that: 'The European Communities and their Member States consider that Section 211 Unit 
State, Ornnihus i\ppropriatiom Act is not in conformity with the United St,1tes of America's obligations under· 
TR.JPS Agreement, notably its Article 2 in COllJUllction with the Paris Convention, Article 3, Anick 4, 
15 to 21, Article 41, Article 42 and Anide 62." Another type of drafting is that used by the 
Communities in the dispute Unired S1a1es--Scttio11 I 10(5) of US Conri~ht Aa (WT /DS160/5) where a 
rec1uested tu "to find that the United States of America fails to conform to the obligations contained in the 
Agreement, including, hut nor limited to, Article 9(1) of the TRIPS Agreement'". Art. 9 of the 
Agreement obliges Members to comply with Arts, J-2·1 of the Berne Convention. 
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pursuant to Article IX of the Agreement Establishing the WTO, Members adopt a 
waiver which will then refer to another outside treaty (or set of obligations) to justify 

. or explain the purpose, object and scope of the WTO waiver. This situation arose in 
/ Bananas III,80 where the Panel and Appellate llody examined the L0111.e Convention to 
\ determine the scope of a Lome waiver granted to the European Community from 

certain of its obligations under the GATT 1947. Here, the Appellate Ilody upheld the 
Panel's statement that: 

"since the GATT contracting parties incorporated a reference to the Lome Convention into the 
Lome waiver, the meaning of the Lome Convention became a GATT/WTO issue, at least to 
that extent. Thus, we hal/e 110 altematil/e but to examine the p1wisio11s of the Lome Convent/011 ourselves 
in so far as it is necessm}' to illlerpret the Lmne wa/J/er."81 (Emphasis added.) 

. As the Lome waiver refen-ed to the Lome Convention, the Panel and the 
;Appellate Body were obligated to examine the Convention in order to determine the 
)scope of the Lome waiver. The Panel and the Appellate Body did not, however, apply 
\or enforce the provisions of the Lome Convention itself, but used them to determine 
the scope of the WTO right included in the Lmne waiver. 82 

/ Therefore, it is suggested that with regard to the use of non-WTO obligations, an 
important distinction seems to arise between the "application" (and enforcement) of 
WTO provisions and their "interpretation". Pursuant to Article 1 of the DSU, the 

/DSU shall apply to disputes brought under the "covered agreements" listed in Annex 1 
\of the DSU. Pursuant to Article 7 of the DSU the mandate of panels is to examine 
\claims made under any of the "covered agreements". 83 Therefore, it seems that under 
\the DSU only provisions of the "covered agreements" can be the "applicable law" 
)applied and enforced by Panels and the Appellate Body. The only jurisdiction of Panels 
and the Appellate Body is that defined in the DSU, because they are creations of the 
WTO and the DSU and they do not have any independent existence. Panels and the 
Appellate Body arc not courts of potentially general jurisdiction. 

? 
.::: "" Appellate Body Report on .Er.1ropea11 Communiri,,s-Regime for r/re Importarfou, S,i/,, a11d Disll'ibi1tio11 of 
/Banan~s, adopted 25 September 1997, WT/DS27 (hereinafter Rm1mras Ilf) . 
.-.. Ham111as III at para. 162. 
·i "2 After the initial draft of this ankle, the author was fortunate enough to receive a draft paper by Joel 
:Trachtman for the Han1ard Journal ~f l11ta11atio11al Law (sec note 72, above). Although he does not develop this 
·point in detail, Trachtman has challenged Palmeter and Mavroidis' position. He argues that, while ,ml)' WTO law 
,'may he applied by Panels and the Appellate Body, they may refer lo substantive non-WTO law where it is 
: incorporated into \VTO law by tre,1ty language, as in the ca.sc of the TRIPS, or by waiver, as in the case of 
)he Lome waive,·. It is unclear from Trachtman '.s analysis whether he considers these to be the only ca.ses 
'\vhere 11011-WTO law is available. Arguably, in addition to waivers, other General Council Decisions may 
(incorporate non-WTO law: Moreover, from his analy,is it seems that he considers that in neither of these tcases 
·::would the non-WTO law be ",1ppl.icable" by WTO adjudicating bodies. He does not distinguish between the case 
'_'of the TRIPS, in which the outside obligations may arguably be enji,rced, and the case of the Lome waiver, where 
•·the outside obligations were merely used to inte,pret a right embodied in the waiver itself In this ;iuthor's opinion, 
':at least in the case of direct incorporation such as in the TRIPS Ag1·eement, the rights and obligations embodied 
•_in the _cross-referenced treaty would be directly applicable by P,mel, and the Appellate Body as WTO obligations, 
:": " Note what "Covered Agreements" would include pursuant to para. !(b) of the GATT 1994 and to An. 
XVI: 1 of the Agreement Estoblishing the WTO as well as actions taken under the Agreernent Establishing the 
WTO. 
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A last word of prudence may be said on the possibility of enforcing non- WT6\ 
rules and obligations through the application of the "non-violation claims", which{ 
allows a WTO Member to claim compensation from another Member for measures 
that do not violate GATT /WTO obligations. Some may see in this provision th{ 
possibility of asking Panels and the Appellate Body to adjudicate violation 0< 
obligations under international environmental treaties if such violations nullify the 
benefits accruing underthe WTO Agreement. Under Article XXIII:l(b) and (c) ofthJ 
CATT and Article 26 of the DSU, a Member may initiate dispute settlemenf 
procedures when the "application lby another Member] of any measure, whether it{ 
conflict with the provisions of this Agreement fnon-violation complaintsl, or the 
existence of any other situation [situation complaints] nullify or impair the benefits 
accruing, directly or indirectly, to that Member under the WTO Agreement". Sonl 
may argue 84 that the non-respect of any international norm (even if the non respect c) 
such norm would not constitute a violation of a WTO provision) could give rise to>~ 
right of compensation, should demonstrate that that non-respect of that norm nullifiei 
or impairs that Member's benefits under the WTO in that sector. ./ 

Although the scope of non-violation (or situation) complaints appears to be very 
wide, the GATT case law has imposed stringent restrictions on their adjudication. Fo • 
instance, in order to be compensated, such reproached behaviour should not have bee 
reasonably expected at the time of the concerned Member's tariff negotiations in th . 
sector for which nullification of benefits is claimed. In the first (India) Patent case, thl 
Appellate Body stated that: "In the absence of substantial legal rules in 1nany areas relati'n;1: tel 
international trade, the 'non-violation' provision of Article XXIII:1(b) was aimed a 
preventing contracting parties from using non-tariff barriers or other policy measure 
to negate the benefits of negotiated tariffs" .85 (Emphasis added.) Therefore, it ( 
doubtful that WTO Members could easily require the WTO adjudicating bodies ti 
assess the effects of alleged violations of rules not negotiated in the WTO forum such 
as environmental norms, through the "back-door" use of the old non-violation claims. 

Therefore, as a general rule, only WTO rights and obligations can constitute th6 
applicable law and be enforced before WTO aciiudicating bodies and these WTO 
provisions arc those identified in the covered agrcements. 86 However, even if riot 
applied or c1iforced, and therefore not strictly a source of WTO obligation, non-WTO 
treaties, practices, customs and general principles of law may be relevant in the 
interpretation of WTO provisions and, therefore, can become fairly influential i~{ 
defining the parameters and the content of WTO obligations. • 

M 

84 See, for instance, Schoenbaum, Thomas (1997): M/'/D Dispiite Settlrn1e11/: Pmisc mid S11g![cs1io11,ji,r Re/om,:,r 
I.C:.L.Q., vol. 47, p. 647. \ 

8·' Appellate Body Report on lndia-Paie,11 Pn,tertion .f<•r Ph,m1111ceutiral mu/ .-'IRrirn/t11m/ C/m11icr1/ Pwd11ci(. 
(WTDS50/ AR), adopted 16 January 1998, at para. 41. • 

81' lt should be noted that accession protocols are an intc[\rnl part of the WTO At\recmcnt. 
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The following section examines under ,vhich circumstances and v,·hich type of 

11011-WTO provisions may be used and, sometimes, rnust be taken into account, to 
assist the inte1vretation of, the WTO agl·eements. 

WT() ADJUDICATING BODIES CAN USE NON-WTO LEGAL RIGHTS ANll OBLIGATIONS 

TO /l"sTI--.Rl'/UiT WTO PROVISIONS (ANI) SOMETIMES MUST TAKE THEM INTO 

ACCOUNT) 

As noted above, Panels and the Appellate Body will be required to exarmne 
sources of law where they arc expressly used to define or delimit a WTO 

was the case with the Lome w::tiver in Bananas III or with the many 
references to non-WTO provisions such as in the TBT and the SPS 

Agreements 87 or the GATS, 88 when referring to international standards bodies and 
89 International norms and standards referred to in the TBT, the SPS 

or the CATS are to be used by Members as a "basis" for their own 
domestic norms and measures. 90 Therefore, the international standards are not applied 
or enforced by WTO adjudicating bodies, but are only used to assess the 

• reasonableness of the domestic norms. 91 

Although it is suggested that they cannot enforce non-WTO rules 
WTO adjudicating bodies must, in a number of situations, use other 

of international law to assist them when interpreting and applying the V/TO 

Customary Rules (if Interpretation (f Public lntcmational Law 

Panels and the Appellate Body are required by Article 3.2 of the DSU to use 
rules of interpretation of public international law" to interpret the 

provisions of the WTO agreements. \X,'hat arc those customary rules of interpretation 
of public international law? 

In Gasoline the Appellate Body stated that "customary rules of interpretation" 
include Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Interpretation of Treaties, 

which "has attained the status of a rule of customary or general international lavv" .')2 In 
cases, includingj11pan-Alcoho/ic Be!!erages, Poultry and Colllputcr Equipment, 

'' Art. 3.1 of the SPS AgTeelllent and Art. 2.4 of the TDT Agreement. 
'" Art. VI:5(6) of the GATS. 
"'' For a Ii.st of examples where WTO agree]Tlents refer to non-WTO maternl, ,ee note 74. above, 

See the wording of the prnvisiom in question and the suternent of the Appellate Ilody in J-fo,,lloJJ<'S, pc,r:1. 
with reg.ml to the relevance of international standards. 

---_-_ _-_. As mentioned above, the situation of the TRIPS Agreement is different. h1 the case of the TRIPS 
::_-__ .-::_-Agreement the outside norms (the various intcllcctuc,] propnty treaties re/erred to in the TR[PS Agre·emc11t) ;,re 
--\'·enforced by WTO a,~udicating bodies as WTO obligations. pnrsu;mt to the prescriptions of the TRif'S 

·provisions.Fm instance, Art. 2.1 of the TRIPS: "Members shall comply with Articles 1 through 12 ... of the P:iris 
Convention , . , . " 

·:,i); Gas1}fi'llf> at p. 1 7. 
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the Appellate Body confirmed that Articles 31 and 32 of the Vienna Convention\ 
were relevant when interpreting the WTO agreements. 94 ·•·.·. 

It is yet not clear which other provisions of the Vienna Convention could b 
considered public international law customary rules of interpretation. Stricd< 
speaking, in the Vienna Convention, the provisions on the interpretation of treaties 
are mentioned in Articles 31, 32 and 33. The other provisions of the Vienn 
Convention refer to other aspects of the performance of treaties. However, and thii 
point will be further developed in the sections below, it is suggested that, whe 
interpreting a treaty, Panels and the Appellate Body are obliged (Article 31.3(c) o 
the Vienna Convention) to take into account all other rules of international law, 
This would include many customs, general principles of laws and treaties, includin 
provisions of the Vienna Convention in certain circumstances. For instance, th 
Appellate Body in Desiccated Coconut95 and the Panel in Hormones 96 referred to Artie( 
28 of the Vienna Convention against the retroactive application of treaties. { 
Poultry, the Appellate Body declined to use Article 30 on successive application() 
treaties. 97 However, in the Hormones Arbitration Report on Article 22.7 of the DSU: 
the arbitrators made use of Article 30 of the Vienna Convention on the successiv 
application oftreatics. 98 > 

In addition to the provisions contained in the Vienna Convention, the Panels an 
the Appellate Body have also referred to some general principles of interpretation, 

93 In full, Arts 31 and 32 provide: 
"Article 31: Gmeml Rule of 111/erprctrttion 
1. A treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meming to be given to 
terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose. . :/ 
2. The context for the purpose of the interpretation of a treaty shall comprise, in addition to the text 
including its preamble and annexes: : i:, 
(a) my agreement relating to the treaty which was made between all the parties in connexion with th· 
conclusion of the treaty: • • 
(b) any instrument which was made by one or n10re parties in connexion with the conclusion of the trea. 
and ;Kcepted by the other parties as an instrument related to the treaty. • 
3. There shall be taken into account, together with the context: 
(a) any sub,equcnt agreernent between the parties regarding the interpretation of the treaty or the applicatio:·· 
of its provisions: • 
(b) any subsequent practice in the application of the treaty which establishes the agreement of the partie. 
reg,U"ding its interpretation: • 
(c)any relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations between the parties. 
4. A special meaning shaU be given to a term if it is established that the parties so intended, 
Article 32: Sr,pplwrentary ,Weans ~{ l,uerpretatio11 .. 
Recourse may be had to supplementary means of interpretation including the preparatory work of the trea 
and the circumstances of its conclusion, in order to confirm the meaning resulting from the application 
Anide 31, or to determine the meaning when the interpretation according to Article 31: 
(a) leaves the meaning ambiguous or obscure; or 
\b) leads tu a result which is manifestly absurd or unreasonable," 
' 4 Appellate Rody Report 011Japm1--'Tilxes ou Alcolwli, Bei,en,~es, adopted 1 November 1996 (WT/DS8, 10, 

Uapm1~Almholic Bwemges), at pp, 11-12; l'mtltrJ; at para, 26; Co111putcr J..quipment, at para. 84, 
,,, Brazil-Meawres AJ]ecling Dcsilcared Cocornlf, adopted 20 March 1997 (WT/DS22/ AB), at p. 15. 
"" Homwncs, US Panel Report, para. 8.25 and Canada Panel Report, para. 8.28. The Panel Report 

upheld on this issue. 
97 Poultry, at para. 79. 
'IS Hom1orres Arbitration Report (WT /DS26/ AB/R), 12 July 1999. 
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tbe principle of effective interpretation, 99 the presumption against confhcts 100 and 
interpretative principle of in duliio 1nitius. 101 

What, then, arc the implications for Panels and the Appellate Body to be obliged to 
such customary mies of inte1vretation, in particular those rnles rnentioned in 
31 and 32 of the Vienna Convention, when interpreting the \X/TO agreements? 

The Use ~f Articles 31 and 32 of the Vienna Convention 

31.1 of the Vienna Convention provides the basic rule of treaty 
and is evidence of customary international law on the interpretation of 

It requires the WTO Agreement, as any other treaty, to be interpreted 
to the ordinary meaning of their text, read in context, and in light of the 

and purpose of the agreements. Article 31.2 explores ,vhat can be considered :1s 
. Article 31.3 refers to actions taken by the parties, following the conclusion 

the treaty. And Article 31.3(c) extends further, requiring consideration ot~ inter alia, 

relevant rules of international lavv applicable in the rcbtions betvleen the parties". 
this provision aims to promote "coherence" in the interpretation of treaty 

so that the treaty ;md other relevant international la\v rules are interpreted 
a way that is mutually supportive and avoids conflict, in compliance with tht' 

jnternational law presumption against conflicts. The use of this provision of Article 
1.3(c) is discussed further in the next section. 

Article 32, in tum, provides rules of interpretation to be applied to support the 
resulting from the application of Article 31 or where the procedures 

Article 31. provide an unsatisfactory interpretation. 
Together, Articles 31 and 32 of the Vienna Convention offer the follm:ving six 

for any objective interpreter such as Panels and the Appellate Body to rdtT to 
legal principles and instruments ,vhen interpreting WTO provisions: 

1. any agreement relating to the treaty which was made between all the parties in 
connection with the conclusion of the treaty (forming part of the context, 
Article 31 (2)(a)); 

2. any instrument v,.rhich was made by one or more parties in connection with the 
conclusion of the treaty and accepted by the other parties as an instrument 
related to the treaty (forming part of the context, Article 31 (2)(b)); 

. '.!:J See, for instance, in G11soli11e~ as note 5, abovel at p. 18: "An iuterpreter is not free to :idnpt a reading that 
>>would result in reducing whole clauses or paragraphs of a treaty to redundmcy or inuti!ity"; Appellate Hudy 
'::>: .Rep on on Japa11-Alwhalic Beuerages-p. 12; Appellate Dody Report on U11itl'd Stnrl's---Rl'sr,iclions OJI Im pons o{ 
:::/.Co/1011 a11d Man-Fibre Underwear, adopted 25 f'ebruary 1997, \VT/DS24/AB/R, p, 16. 
• •• ··,,: ""1 Giwtmiala-llnti-Dwupi,,g lnuesligatio,1 Regal'di11g Po1tland Ce111e1Jt Fro111 Mexico, adopted 25 November 
t::,:1998, WT/0S60/ AB/R {Cuate11wla--CeJJ1e,u), para. 65. l,idonesia-Ce1Mi1J Meas11res A[Teding the Automa/Jde 

bid11sl\/;; adopted 23July 1998 (WT/DS54, 55, 59, 64), paras 14.28_/f 
Hanna11es, note 154: 

''-The princip1c nf in dubio 111iNus app1ies in interpreting trcatics 1 in deference to the sovereignty of States. If 
the meaning of a term is ambiguons, that meaning is to be preferred which is less onerous to the party 
assuming an obligation, or which interferes less with the territorial and personal supremacy of a party, or 
involves less general restrictions upon the parties." 
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3. any subsequent agreement between the parties regarding the interpretation 
the treaty or the application of its provisions (to be taken into account ro,crp1ch,,,.;;I<i 

with the context, Article 31(3)(a)); 
4. any subsequent practice in the application of the treaty which establishes 

agreement of the parties regarding its interpretation (to be taken into _ 
together with the context, Article 31 (3)(b)); . \ 

5. any relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations betwee 
the parties (to be taken into account together with the context, Articl 
31 (3)(c)); 

6. supplementary means of interpretation including, for example, 
instrument forming the "circumstances cif the conclusion of the treaty und • 
interpretation" (pursuant to Article 32). 

So far, Panels and the Appellate Body have used a limited number of these ba( 
to interpret WTO agreements, although they arc not always explicit about which oil 
they are invoking. In Computer Equipment, for example, the United States claimed th 
the European Communities \Nas not authorized to raise its bindings on certi 
computer items contra1y to its tariff bindings and prior practice. The Appellate Be) 
blamed the Panel for not having considered the international Convention on f 
Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System and its Explanatory Nof 
not a covered agreement of the WTO: 102 • •• 

"We are puzzled by the fact that the Panel, in its effort to interpret the terms of Schedi1 
LXXX, did not consider the Harmonized System and its Explanatory Notes. We note t_ 
during the Uruguay Round negotiations, both the El/ropeau Comm11nities mu/ the U11ited s.-· 
1./!C/"f parties to the IIannonized System .... Neither the European Communitic~ nor the Uni 
States argued before the Panel that the Harmonized System and its Explanatory Notes ,v 
relevant in the interpretation of th<'.' terms of Schedule LXXX. \Ve believe, however, thi 
proper interpretation of Schedule LXXX should have included an examination oLt 
Harrnonized System and its Explanatory Notes_"w, (Emphasis added.) ·-• 

In its Report, the Appellate Body referred generally to Article J l of the Vien\ 
Convention, but did not make a reference to any specific sub-paragraph. There ;{ 
references to the Harmonized System in Members' Schedules, so it could be argued > 

there is an explicit reference in the terms of the WTO provisions (the Schedule 
Moreover, the provisions of Article 3 l.2(a) of the Vienna Convention refe1Ting to 
agreement relating to the treaty which was made bct:vveen all the parties in 
with the conclusion of the treaty (forming part of the context) ,vould be 
addition, it could be argued that Article .31.3(c) would also be relevant. The "+'1--"-~u_ 

Body went on to state: "The purpose of treaty interpretation is to establish the 
intention of the parties to the treaty. To establish this intention, the prior practice 
oue of the parties may be relevant, but it is clearly of more limited value than the 

ui 2 lnternatirnnl Convention on the I-··larruonizcd Co111n1odit'f Description and Coding Systen1i 
Brussels, 14 June 1983. 

11'·' Co111;mter Eq11ip111rn/, at pcira. 89. 
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partics." 104 (Emphasis added.) ln referring to past practice, Article 32 ,vould be the 
applicable provision of the Vienna Convention, as it refers to circumstances surrounding 

... ·... the conclusion of the treaty. The Appellate Body also stated that the Panel should have 
( examined the "subsequent practice" of the paities. lll 5 Subsequent practice must be 
\ considered by Panels and the Appellate Body under Article 31.3(b). 

•••.•··•.·• .· As noted already, in Poultry, the Appellate Body had to consider the relev,mce of a 
/ non-WTO agreement, i.e. a bilateral agreement concluded under the auspices of 
i Article XXVIII of the GATT bet,veen the two WTO Members in dispute and which 
formed the basis of the tariff bindings at issue. The Appellate Dody upheld the decision 

; > of the Panel to apply Brazil's primary obligations under the WTO tariff bindings, and 
/not those contained in the bilateral Oilseeds Agreement. The Oilseeds Agreement, 

\ however, was used to interpret the substantive WTO provisions, but only pursuant to 
/ the limited provision of Article 32 of the Vienna Convention, referring to the 
( circumstances of the conclusion of the WTO treaty. The Appellate Body stated: 

"We recognize that the Oilseeds Agreement was negotiated within the frame\vork of Article 
XXVlll of the GATT 1947 with the authorization of the contracting parties and that both 
patties agree that the substance of the Oilseed., Agreement was the basis for the 15,500 tonne 
tariff-rate (]U0ta for frozen poultty meat that became a conces.sion of the Enrope111 
Communities in the Uruguay Round set forth in Schedule LX.XX. Therefore, in our view, the 
Oilseeds Agreement may serve as a s11pplcu1enrary mmm of interpretation of Schcch1le LXXX 
pursuant to Article 32 of the Vienna Co111m1tio11, as it is part of the historical background of the 
concessions of the European Communities for fr07en poult1y meat." (Emphasis a, origmal.) 101' 

As discussed further in the next section, it could be argued that that bilateral 

agreement should have been considered under the prnvisions of Artide 31.2(a) of the 
Convention. Under certain circumstances, a bilateral agreement might also be 

:\ considered under Article 31.3(c) of the Vienna Convention as "any relevant rules of 

. \international law applicable in the relations between the parties''. 
· / In Shrimp, the Appellate Body used a variety of non-WTO international rnles to 
• interpret WTO provisions. As noted above in section H, the Appellate Body examined 
:} the use of the term "natural resources" in a number of international conventions. 1117 It 

referred to other international conventions when assessing the meaning of sustainable 
development refeJTed to in the Preamble of the \VTO Agreernent. 1(18 It referred to 

\international (and regional) treaties when assessing whether the US measure had been 

;\pplicd in unjustifiable discrimination, in particular \Vith reference to the way 
consultations had been conducted ::md ought to be conducted under other 
.... • I • 1119'Tl' h. f rr • fS mternat1ona convention. us was somet 111g o an e1101t to trace practice o "tates 

<under other internati(°inal treaties (arguably pursuant to Articles 31.2(b) and Article 32 

1114 Cim1p111cr rq11ip111e11/, at para. <J}. 

'"' Computer Eq11ip1nwt, at par,1. 90. 
wi, !'011/try, at para. 83. 
"" Sl,r/11111, at paras 127-134. 
'''" S/iri!lip, at para. 154. 
'"' 1 Shri111p, at p:ua, 166-·17(i. 
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of the Vienna Convention) with regard to the need to pe1form across the board 
consultations. 

In this context, it is worth recalling that the Appellate Body acknowledged that 
the interpretation of a treaty can be affected by subsequent developments i •••· 

international law, including, arguably, new customs, general principles of law an 
treaties. 

Evolutive interpretation 

In Shrimp, when inte1preting the tenn "exhaustible natural resources" in Artier 
XX(g), the Appellate Body referred to a number ofnon-WTO sources ofinternation 
law, after having noted that that concept had evolved. The Appellate Body stated: 

"The words of Article XX(g), 'exhaustible natural resources' were actually crafted more than ~ 
years ago. They must be read by a treaty interpreter in the light of contemporary concerns\ 
the community of nations about the protection and conservation of the environment. wh· 
Article XX was not modified in the Uruguay Round, the Preamble attached to the WT 
Agreement shows that the signatories to that Agreement were, in 1994, fully aware of t 
importance and legitimacy of environmental protection as a goal of national and internatiort 
policy. The preamble of the vVTO Alree,11e11t-which informs not only the GATT 1994, b 
also the other covered agreements-explicitly acknowledges 'the objective of sustainilb 
develop111e11t ... '. 110 ii 
From the perspective embodied in the Preamble of the WTO Agreement, we note that th 
generic term 'natural resomces' in Article XX(g) is not 'static' in its content or reference but( 
rather 'by definition, evolutionary'." (Emphasis as original.) 111 • 

The "evolutive interpretation" is often challenged as being in contradiction wi 
the principle of pacta SU/tt SCl"/Janda and contra1y to the general rule that the intention 
the parties at the time of the conclusion of the treaty should be the basis fi 
interpretation. However, the provisions of the Vienna Convention itself recognize th 
events subsequent to the conclusion of a treaty may be relevant and affect the go 
faith interpretation of treaty provisions. \ 

Although the ord.ina1y meaning of a treaty's tenns should reveal the conunCl 
intention of the parties at the time of its conclusion, Paragraph 3 of Article 31 refers .. 
events subsequent to the conclusion of the treaty, albeit considered to be authent 
elements of interpretation. Paragraph 3(a) refers to any subsequent agreement betwe\ 
the parties regarding the intetpretation of the treaty or the application of its provisio 
Paragraph 3(b) of Article 31 refers to any subsequent practice which establishes r .. 
agreement of the parties regai-ding its interpi-etation. Then comes Article 3l.3(c). 

1111 SI • 12'' • ) -inJHA at para. 7. _. ::"::: 
111 S/1ri,11p, at para. 130. It is also worth recalling thi, passage from)apan-Almlwlic Bevemges, at p. 34: "w-:f 

rules. are not so rigid or so inflexibk as not to leave roo111 for reasoned j11dg1nents in confronting the endless.:~ 
ever-changing ebb and flow of real facts in real cases in the real world. They will sc1vc the multilateral tradt 
system best if they are interpreted with that in mind." Sec also the conclusion of the ECJ in CICFIT (Rec. 198 
p. 3415, at 3430): "Finally, every provision of community law must be placed in its context and interpreted 
light of the provisions of Community law as a whole, regard being had to the objectives thereof and to its 
e,,o/11rio11 ar the dale on wldch rhc provision in question is lo be applied" (emphasis added). 
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The drafting history of Article 31.3(c) is interesting and explains the reasons why 
can be argued that an interpreter may need to use an "evolutionary interpretation". 

drafted today, Paragraph 3(c) of Article 31 refers to "any relevant rules of 
law applicable in the relations between the parties". This reference used 

appear in Paragraph 1 of the text adopted by the International Law Commission 
(ILC) in 1964, together ,:vith a reference to "in force at the time of its rthe treaty] 

·,,va~, ... ,, . When this provision was discussed at the sixteenth session, some 
members suggested that it failed to deal with the problem of the effect of an evolution 

the law on the interpretation of legal terms in a treaty and, therefore, it was 
112 After discussions, the ILC considered that the formula used was not 

It is reported that "[the ILCJ considered that the correct application of the 
'""""'~«•• element would normally be indicated by interpretation of the term in good 

It was also decided to put the reference to "any other relevant rule of 
law" in Paragraph 3 (dealing with subsequent event,), thus leaving the 

door open for an interpretation that would take into account international la,v rules 
>< that take place after the conclusion of a treaty: the so-called "evolutive interpretation". 
>X The International Court of justice (ICJ) has also made use of such an "evolutionary" 
: i;lpproach in some cases, m including in the recent 25 September 1997 Hungary!Slovahia 

// decision, where it stated: "Consequently, the Treaty is not static, and is open to adapt to 
> emerging norms of international law." In particular, in Paragraph 140, the I CJ stated: 

"In order to evaluate the environmental risks, current standards must be taken into consi,kration. 
This is not only allowed by the wording of Articles 15 and 19, but even prescribed, to t/1c extent 
that t/1ese articles i111pose a co11ti1111in~and thus necessady evolving-ob/~~at/011 {1!/ the parties to 
maintain the quality of the water of the Danube and to protect nature .... Owing to ne\v 
scientific insights and to a growing awareness of the risks for mankind-for present and foture 
generations-of pursuit of mch interventions at an unconsidered and unabated pace, new norrns 
and standards have been developed, set fo1th in a great number ofinstruments during the last t\VO 

decades. Such new norms have to be taken into consideration, and such new standards given 
proper weight, not only when States contempbtc new activities lmt 11/so when co11ti1111ing 1Pith 

acti~ities bcgi111 in t/1e p{lst. This need to reconcile economic development with protection of the 
environment is aptly expressed in the concept of sust:iinable development." (Emphasis added.) 114 

Some authors also recognize that good faith interpretation may sometimes require the 
of the cvolutive interpretation. Sinclair, in the context of Article 31.3(c), stated that: 

:::. •. 112 Yearbook of the Jntrmat/011,1/ Law Co111r11issio11, 1966, VoL II. p. 222. 
}i 113 Sec l,la111ibia (Legal Co11seq11enres) Advisory Opi11i'111 (1971) LC:J Rep. 31. The !CJ stated that where 
\:concepts ernbodied in a treaty are "by definition, evolurionaryH, their ''interpretation cannot rernain unaffCctcd by 

c<:·;thc subsequent development of law .... Moreover, an international instnnnent has to be interpreted and applied 
,:,.:within the framework of the entire legal sy1tcm prevailing at the time of the int~rpretation." Sec aho /l,xrn11 Sea 

::::,:.,:··CoJ11i11mra/ Sl,ef( Case (1978) I.CJ Rep. 3; Avis consultatif de la Clllr Permm,r11re de .J,1slicc rol!cem,mt /rs dcnits de 
i::.,\,ialio11alite pmn1i!(~11es en Ti"1isie er au Mame, Avis C:onsultatif, CPU serie B no, 4, p. 24. Tl,e Appellate Body ab.> 
}).quoted: Jennings, Robert and Arthur W'1tts (eds) (19<J2): Oppenhc/111'.1· /11/cniatioual Law (9th edition), vol. I 
····/(London: Longman,), p. 1282, and E. Jimenez de Arechaga ( 1978-l): I11temat,.,mal f.i1w (n the Past Third ,,ra Crnt111): 

159 Rewcil des Co,m 1, p. 49. 
'\. "" See aho the word of prudence in the individual opinion hy Judge Abjinuoin and the need to use tilt' 
_":-_evolutive interpretr1tlcn1 1vithin the appliciltion of Art. 3l of the Vienna Conveution and the principle of paaa s1rnt 

\:::.-_:-sen,anda. 
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"[t\hne is some evidence that the evolution and development of international law may cxer,,,s,,.:c, 
a decisive influence on the meaning to be given to expressions incorporated in a 
particularly if these expressions themselves denote relative or evolvmg notions such as 
policy' or 'the protection of morals."' 115 

Boyle's interpretation of the Hungary I Slovakia ICJ case is also that the Court 
on smne evolutive interpretation of the obligations of the parties: 

"When dealing with international environmental bw, the Court ... relied instead on 
references to new norms of intenutional bw concerned with the environntent and 'set 
a great number of instruments during the last two decades' (para. 40). One can only guess at 
insti.uments that the Court had in mind, but they presumably included at least t!Je s;i-,,rlch,,J.,;t:, 

and Rio Declarations as well as the large body of environmental treaty law, It tells us 
about the nature of contemporary international lawmaking that the Court seemed 
treat a number of these new norms as law, that parties must take into account of, 
further reference to state practice or autho1ity." 11c, 

In the NAFTA context, an Arbitration Group recently concluded that the use 
the term "GA TT" in the cross-reference from the provi.~ions of the FT A and 

had to be interpreted to mean the GATT as it evolved into the WTO Agreement. 
Finally, it should be recalled that the conclusion of subsequent treaties relating 

the subject-matter(s) covered by a previous treaty may be evidence of State 

1tsclf a source of interpretation pursuant to Article 31.3(b). As further 
below, it can be argued that such subsequent treaty shall also be taken into 
pursuant to Artricle 31.3(c). 

Despite these examples, the full extent to which Panels and the Appellate 
arc i-equired to use non-WTO rules to interpret the WTO agreements 
somewhat unclear. The identification of these rules and their parameters, to the 

not agreed by Members, will have to be determined by Panels and the Appellate 
on a case-by-case basis, by reference to doctrine, other tribunals' and 
assessments and the facts of each case. 

The point is that in trade and environment cases, interpreters will be faced with 
arnbiguity and insufficiency of the terms of Article XX(b) and XX(g) and Article 
generally. Together with the WTO call for sustainable development in the Preamble 

115 Sinclair, Sii- Ian (1984): The Vicn11a Ca111•e11rio11 OH 1/w L111J of ·li-e,11/es (2nd edition) 
Manchester University Pre»), at 139. See also Kami! Yassen, Mustafa (197:1): J111c1prelt1licm des 
Co1wm/io11 de Virn11e, Rcctwil de Conrs de Droit (La Haye), at page 67: 

'" l 8 . ... Mais d'autres C(1tC-gorie;<; ldc traltCs.] peuvcnt de par leur nature se prCter -~ une 
C.volutivr. nnt,11nn1ent lcs traitCs. nonnatifs qui Cnoncent des re'gles de droit ... Me1nc t'cr-itcs, les 
droit ne sont pas d l'abri de !'evolution subsequcntc de l'on_lre jtffidiquc dont dle, font parties. 
~urtout le cas des dispositions LJtli pr-l~voient des notions t:volutivcs par nature tellcs que l'on.lre public ou 
bonncs rnoeun .... 20. Quant aux tcrn1es qui vi~ent des concepts. jur-idiqucs, c'c<i.t encore le t.raitt~ L111i 
fait us,a~c qui ch:~renninc si ce~ t-cnnes dC'1.ignent un concept fig/; i111n1uable-ou un concept e'volutif Il en 
ainsi des t.enncs 'met terr~toriale\ 'pbtca11 continent:11\ 'liautc n1er'. 11 e~t done po:':isihlc qu'un 
t1ennc-tte d'i11tcrpreter 1'un ou 1'autre de c-c-s tenncs qn'il en1ploie en fonctinn du droit 
rtpoque de cette intcrprttation.' 1 

11'' Boyle, Allan (19'>7): T/Jc Gabdk,wo-Nr(R)'111<1ros Case: i\'ew Law i11 Old B<lltle, Yc.irbuok of !ntcr11ati1on,11: 
Envirnnmentc,[ Law, vol. 8, pp. !3-20, at p. 14. 

11 ' Arbitral Panel Est;iblishcd Pursuant to Art. 2008 of the North American Free Trade Agreement, 
Report: Ill 1/te Maller of ·1ari/7_, Applied I,)' Canada to Ccrra/11 l iS,-Origi11 Agriwltrm1/ l'rodua, (2 Decnnhcr 
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the WTO Agreement, an informed inte111reter 'Nill be aware of the right of WTO 
.. Members to adopt certain non-abusive envirornnental policies that may affect other 
•. WTO Members' market access rights. Consequently, the objective interpreter may be 

required to take into account and use non-WTO provisions as they exist at the time of 
the interpretation in order to define the parameters of evolutive concepts such as 
"sustainable development" and measures "necessary for the protection of health", \vhich 

vviU "add colour, texture and shading" to the interpretation of relevant WTO provisions. 
arguably, this approach would be consistent ,vith an effort to maintain a 

.·. balance and sorne coherence between environment and trade actions, it does not offer 
much pn:dict;ibility! lt leaves the assessment of this "line of equilibrium" to be done on a 
case-by-case basis. Inevit:ibly, in the absence of Members' instructions to the contr:1ry, 

WTO adjudicating bodies will be faced with arguments invoking the provisions of other 
international treaties. So how can Panels and the Appellate Body react to them? 

The Use of Article 31. 3 (c) to Assist i11 the Interpretation cj' MFJ O Agrec111rnts 

Article 31.3(c) of the Vienna Convention provides that: "There shall be taken 

.·•• into account, together with the context: ... (c) any relevant rules of international law 
applicable in the relations between the parties." 

Several points can be made. first, the term "an)' relevant rule ofintern:itional law" 
to provide a wide mandate to examine public internation;1l law. In Sliri111p, the 

Body had already stated that its task was to "interpret the language of the 
seeking additio11c1/ i11terpretati1Je ~~uidam:e, as appropriate, .fimn the gmeml principles of 

i11ter11ational law" . 118 (Emphasis added.) ln Hormones, the Panel stated: "To the extent 
that this principle [precautionaryj could be considered as part of n1stomary 
international law and lie used to interpret Articles 5.1 and 5.2 .... " 119 It can be argued 
that when interpreting WTO provisions, Panels and the Appellate Body are obliged to 

into account" a broad range of rclev:111t rules of international law, including 
·•· treaties, customary rules and general principles of international bw, in fact, all sources 
. of international law obligations as defined by Article 38 of the Statute of the ICJ. 

the relevance of such "rule of international law" 'vvould have to be 

the absence of further instructions frorn \VTO Members, the 
of which rules are "relevant" would need to be made on a case-by-c:ise 

basis, by examining criteria such as the subject of the dispute and the content (subject
of the rules under consideration. The size of the mc1nbcrship of that non

treaty cannot be the single decisive criterion. For instance, a treaty signed 

amongst a limited number of countries, say on the control of a specific disease that 
exists in only these countries, would remain "relev:int" to a dispute th:it involves trade 
measures taken in the context of the control of tlut disease. 

11' Shri,111', ,lt para. 158. 
rn Pmcl Report in 1Iorn1011e,, para. 8.157. 
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Another more sophisticated criterion, such as the potential membership of that 
WTO rule, may be preferred, as it will refer to a norm potentially accepted by 
international community. In this context, it is worth noting that Article 3 of Annex 
of the SPS Agreement, Articles 4 and 5 of the TBT Agreement and Article Vl:5 
GATS refer to standards developed in relevant international (or even 
organizations as being those organizations whose membership is open to all Members 
the WTO. One may conclude to different levels of relevance. 

Third, after relevant rules have been identified, a question would then remain 
to which of these arc "applicable in the relations between the parties". How might 
term limit the relevant rules that are available as interpretive material? There are at 
three possible interpretations. 

One narrow interpretation would read "parties" as meaning all WTO """""";.,,;,:.::.::.::.: 
In other words, for a non~ WTO treaty to be used to interpret WTO obligations, 
and the WTO agreement would 1·equirc identical membership. This approach seems 
have provided the basis for the Tuna II Panel's decision to exclude any consideration 
CITES, because it was a multilateral agrce1nent signed only by some of the parties 
the GATT. 120 While this approach provides a conceptually clear rule, it suffers from 
number of problems. lt would greatly reduce the number of outside treaties and leg 
principles that could be used to interpret WTO obligations under Article 31.3(c). Fe 
international agreements, if any, wi11 have identical mernbenhip, although some m{ 
have a wider membership. Yet to request that such non-WTO treaty have at least th 
WTO membership would also create illogical situations. As WTO membership grow 
fewer international agreements will match its membership. This would lead to t~ 

paradoxical result that the WTO, at least in theory, would become more isolated fro< 
other international systems of laws as its membership grows. In addition, there may bi 
principles and provisions in an international treaty (with smaller membership) whic •• 
have become a customary rule of international law binding on all countries, even} 
non-signatory to that treaty. Moreover, from a legal perspective, the "identic1 
membership" approach (at the WTO membership) docs not seem to be consisteri. 
with that adopted by the Appellate Body in S/11imp, which exainined CITES and 
number of other multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs), n1any of which d( 
not have the same membership as the WT0. 121 .• .•.• 

A second, broader intei-pretation of the terms "applicable in the relations betwee 
the parties" would allow the use of treaties between a smaller or different group\ 
more than one WTO Member, but fewer than the whole WTO membership--'-'-(: 
interpret WTO obligations. This interpretation is supported by the different usage § 
"parties" throughout Article 31 and in Article 31.3(c). Article 31.2(a) refers to "a1 

110 1i111<1 II, at para. 5.19. \ 
121 The Appellate Body did not specify which Art. 31 provision it relied on when ming these internatio. 

cnviron111ental -agreernents to interpret the Art. XX{g) tenn .. exhaustible natural resource-s". Ho-vvever, th~ 
agreen1cnts could be characterized as "relevant rules on intcnntional b\v applicable in the rcfatiom; t 
parties" under Art. 31.3(c). 
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agreement relating to the treaty which was made between all the parties", and Article 
31.2(6) refers to an instrnment by "one or more parties" and accepted by "the other 
parties". Therefore, it could be argued that the use, without these qualifications, of 

... "the parties" in Article 31.3(6) and (c) allows consideration of treaties signed by a 
) subset of the WTO membership that contains fewer than all the parties, but more than 

} one of the parties. An argument by Palmeter and Mavroidis also lends weight to this 
\ approach. They argue that "the parties" refers to the parties to a dispute. 122 This 
\ position reinforces the view that Article 31.3(c) may be used where treaties have 
/ different membership. However, their approach, while illustrating their interpretation, 
\ can only be considered a partial one, as the Vienna Convention is not used exclusively 
} in the case of disputes. A better approach is that "parties" may refer more generally to a 
/ subset of all the parties to the treaty under interpretation, i.e. the specific countries the 
/ relations of which are under examination in light of the treaty at issue. 
} The counter-argument to this latter proposition is that it is unacceptable that some 
f WTO Members agree to alter their WTO obligations without the consent of the other 
/ Members (pacta sunt servanda), as the WTO Agreement is a multilateral agreement. 
i( In response to this counter-argument, it should be emphasized that when an 
i interpreter uses a non-WTO source of law, say a treaty between some WTO 
) Members, it will do so for the purpose of interpreting the WTO provisions and not to 
\ enforce the provisions of that non-WTO treaty or to amend the WTO Agreement. 123 

•{ Therefore, it may be argued that in the case of a dispute between, say the United 
••·· States and the European Communities, an interpreter may consider as relevant and 
•·•• effective, the provisions of another treaty to which the United States and the European 
/ Communities are party. This use of a bilateral treaty to help interpret the obligations of 
) two WTO Members in dispute seems to be accepted by the Appellate Body. In 
} Computer Equipment124 the Appellate Body scolded the Panel for not having considered 
••• the provisions of the Hannonized System to which both the United States and the 

•·• European Communities were party. 125 

.i Third, it may be asked whether a treaty signed by only one of the parties to a dispute 
/could be considered "a relevant rule of international law applicable in the relations between 
. the parties"? Does the fact that one of the disputants is a non-party to the treaty affect the 

122 Palmeter, David and Petros Mavroidis, The WID Legal System: Sources qf Lme, AJ.I.L., vol. 92, no. 3, 

i 12-' Regarding the possibility of two Members amending the WTO Agreements amongst themselves only, 
•:.reference should be made to Art. XI of the Agreement Establishing the WTO, which contains mks for its 
:amendment. A question remains as to whether the provisions of Art. 41 of the Vienna Convention would stiJI be 
;·of any use. Indeed, nothing in internatioml law prohibits two parties to a treaty from amending the provisions of 
their treaty as between themselves only, ,is Io,w as such amendme/11 does 1101 q[fect the righ!S a11d obligatio11s qf third 
·countries parties to that same treat),. Art. 41 of the Vienna Convention provides that: "Agreements to mod/jj, multilaternl 
:treaties betweeu certai11 of the partie.< 011/11: Two or more of the parties to a multilateral treaty may conclude an 
:agreement to modify the treaty as between themselves alone if: ... (b) the modification in question is not 
:Prohibited by the treaty :md (i) docs not affect the enjoyment by the other parties of their rights under the treaty 
.or the,J.ier{ormance of.their obligations." (Emphasis added.) 
( ~ Computer Eqrnpinen/, para. 89 . 
.;< 12' The Appellate Body also referred to non-WTO treaties with a differing membership from that of the 
WTO in Pouhr)' and Sht"imp. 
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use of the treaty in interpreting WTO obligations? The acceptance by one party ofati 
outside treaty may provide some, albeit more lirnited, assistance in interpreting WT •• 
obligations. Such an interpretation would necessitate a broad interpretation of "in th 
relations between" to require something less than strict legal application of the treaty ( 
both the parties. While not being subject to specific legal obligations under the treaty, th 
treaty may be considered as "applying in the relations between" the parties because a nor} 
party would still be directly affected by it. 126 For instance, in the case of a treaty thi 
includes a trade ban against non-parties, it could be argued that the trade ban h 
application (or has an impact) in their "relations" without the non-party being subject 
specific legal obligations. One may also consider the situation of an "objective regime. 
having an effect (and sometimes imposing obligations) on non-parties. This approac 
while providing access to a broader source of interpretive material to encour:( 
coherence in treaty interpretation, could be argued to unduly restrict the rights of nO 
parties to a non-WTO treaty. Why should countries that have declined to sign a tre 
have their WTO obligations affected by it? At the same time, it can be argued that Arti 
31.3(c) only requires "relevant rules" to be "taken into account" and does not spec 
that these rules must be given a certain amount of weight. Panels and the Appellate B6 
would still retain the flexibility to use outside treaties on a case-by-case basis, giving th~ 
the weight they deserve in the circumstances of the dispute. This seems to have been 
approach of the Appellate Body in Shrimp, when it used a number of MEAs, to wl:i( 
not all disputants were party, to interpret the term "exhaustible natural resources»( 
Article XX(g). 127 Nevertheless, an argument can be made for using an outside treaty< 
interpret WTO obligations. In Computer Equipment, the Appellate Body stated that '.'t 
prior practice of only one of the parties may be relevant, but it is dearly of more lirrn 
value than the practice of all parties". 128 (Emphasis in original.) ............ . 

While the latter two approaches may allow recourse to a larger body/ 
international law to interpret WTO obligations, the use of treaties with di:ffeti 
membership may result in different tools being used to interpret WTO obligation 
disputes between different countries. A dispute between one set of parties may inv0 
recourse to different relevant rules than a dispute between another set of parties Ji 
interpreting Article XX. For instance, in. Poultry, the Appellate Body referred to/ 
bilateral Oilseeds Agreement between the disputants, even though this agree< 
would not be applicable in a dispute on the same matter involving another W 
Member, even if the EC's tariff commitment was the same for aJI WTO Members. 

One may argue that, in practice, the use of different tools will not pose prob 
because the extent of any differences in interpretation is unlikely to be significa •• 

m Vienna Convention, Art. 26. 
127 Sliri111p, at footnote 111. The Appellate Body examined the term "exhaustible natural resources" in 

both the Convention on Biological Diversity and the Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species 
Anin1als. It noted, in relation to the former, that both Thailand and the United States had signed but nut 
convention. It also noted, in relation to the latter, that India and Pakistan had ratified, but that Malaysia, 
the United States are not pai-tics to the convention. The Appellate Body did not explicitly refer to Art. 

128 Cornputer Equip111e111, at para. 93. 
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meaning of the words imposes boundaries on interpretive license. 
> Moreover, to the extent that differences exist, these may be tolerated in the WTO 

/system for a number of reasons. First, there is no "formal" WTO jurisprudence and 
< feports are binding on the parties only. 129 Formal interpretations that are binding on all 
< WTO Members are reserved exclusively to the whole membership through the 

General Council (Article IX of the WTO Agreement); interpretations by Panels and 
< \ the Appellate Body do not have this universal application. Second, the purpose of the 
> dispute settlement mechanism is to settle the dispute between the specific parties. 130 

Finally, what must Panels and the Appellate Body do with these relevant rnles of 
international law? Article 31.3(c) requires Panels and the Appellate Body to "take into 

\ account" any relevant rules. In other ,vords, relevant ntles must be considered by a treaty 
> interpreter. This ensures that WTO obligations are clarified in a way that promotes coherence 
.fu international law. This proposal is compatible with the international law presumption 

; \ against conflicts. At the same time, any inte1pretation must respect the parameters embodied 
\ in Article 26 of the Vienna Convention, that a treaty is binding only on its contracting parties 

'"< (pacta sunt se1vanda). The answer to this dilemma is that the purpose of this obligation to "take 
. jnto account" non-WTO rules is not to impose, apply or enforce these non- WTO rights and 

'< obligations. Instead, the putpose is to take them into account, where relevant, in interpreting 
.... >the WTO right~ and obligations in order to ensure that the WTO sub-system of international 
( faw develops coherently with other systems of law, in light of the international principle of 

:interpretation against conflicts131 and for,effective interpretation. 132 

m Appellate Dody Report on]apmt--Taxe.< 011 Alcoholic Bercnwes, adopted 1 November 1996 (WT /DS8, 10, 11), at 12. 
uo Art. 3.7 of the DSU, See also Appellate Body Report on United S111tcs-Afrn.sures AjJecting [//lpor/., ,,fTHu•n, 
Shirts and Blouses, adopted 23 May 1997 (\VT/DS33), at 13. 

,·:···... J3l The presumption ·against conflict i, reinforced in particular in cases where scpar.lte agreements arc concluded 
_ \between the same parties, '" it can be presumed that they arc meant to be consistent with themselves, failing any evidence 
• \to the contrary. See also Jenks, Wilfred (1953): 'Jlw Conflict of I.aw-lifoki1tg Tfralies, The British Ye;rrbook oflnternacioml 
·<.La\V, B.Y.LL. ·.,t 425 et seq. In international low, for a conflict to exist between two treaties, three conditions have to be 
•••. •satisfied. First, the treaties must have some overlap in membership. Second, the treaties must cover the same subst:mtive 
••··•· subject-matter. Were it otherwise, there would be no possibility for conflict. Third, the provisiDm must conflict, in the 
;..isense that the provisions must impose mutually exclusive obligations . .Je111iini;,e;. Sir Robert and Sir Arthur \Vatts (eds) 
•• (1992): Oppe11/tei111 '., Iiitemarional Lm1; vol. 1, Pts 2-4, at 1280; Fitzmaurice, Sir Gernld (1957): The Law and Promhor ~/"the 
.)111ernatio11al Court of]11stice, B.Y.I.L. ,it 237; and Sinclair, Sir Ian (1984): Tiw Viem,a Cmwrntion on 1/1<" I..111,0 ,f Tiwties, at 97. 
'<fhe possibility of conflict bcnveen a WTO provision and a provision of another treat}; was addressed very briefly by the 
i·Appellate Body in United Stntcs~Measw·es A/jecting Imports ~fFvo/114•a,; ]?xtiles, .11ppare/ a11d other Items. (WT /DSSfi/.A-.RR), 
,.,.#opted 22 April 1998, where it concluded that there was no "irreconcilable" conflict between the provisions of 
>l\i-gentina's Mernorandum of Understanding with the International Monet'1ry Fund md the provision of Art. Vlll of the 
\GATT 1994. An interesting question remains as to what a panel would do were it to reach the conclusion that such an 
::•irreconcilable conflict existed and that a non-WTO provision should prevail. Should the panel decline jurisdiction: Do 
.::WTO adjudicating bodies have the authority to reach such a conclusinn? Jf not, what would be the consequence? \"Vhere 
Jlse could the parties take the dispute? Thi, author suggests that such irreconcilable conflicts will not ofren take place in 

itmde and environment disputes because Art. XX leaves enough space for the interpreter to conclude that the CATT rules 
•,,pe co]'\patible with_ some of the .environmental_ policies and_ obligc1tiom embodied in environmental tredties. 
',,>:·.. • The prmc1ple of effective mtcrpretat10n (/ ~ffet u1J/e or ul res 1//(jg/S 11(1/rnt qur1111 percat) reflects the general rule 
•pfmterpretacion, which requires that a treaty be interpreted to give meaning and effect to all the terms of the treaty. 

r instance, one provision should not be given ,m interpretation that will result in the nullification of the effect of 
·other pnwision of the same treaty. The same interpretative principle should be used in interpreting different 

tics, so that the provision uf one treaty is not interpreted so as to nullify the efl:cct of mother tre,1ty. In this way, 
erms of a treaty ~re given their foll effect. For a discussion of this principle, sec also the 'ti'ilJ"book ,!f the l//tmwti,>1111/ 
, Co111111fssim1, 1966, vol. II A/CN.4/SER.A/1966/Add.l, p. 219. See also Colji1 Chai111el Case (1949) I.CJ. 
01t, p. 24; Territo.in/ Dispute Case (Lib]'"" Amb jn11Jahiriya u Char~ (1994) J.C.]. Reports, p. 23;Jennin~>s, Rob~rr 

. Arthur W.1tts (eds) (1994): Oppwhd11('.< lntenu1tio11a/ L111, (9th edition), voL 1, pp. 1280-1281; Dallier, P. and A. 
Pellet (1994): D1oit Intemaliona! Public, (5th edition), para. 17,2; Correau, D, (1994): Droit Intenwtio11al, par;i_ 369. 
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In light of these arguments, and the recent approach of the Appellate Body, it can . 
be argued that Article 31.3(c) requires the interpreter to consider and use, when 
relevant, a broad range of non-WTO legal instruments to interpret the WTO 
agreements. However, it should be emphasized that the weight and value to be given 
to those non-WTO provisions would be left to each interpreter on a case-by-case 
basis. Nonetheless, Article 31.3(c) imposes an "obligation to take into account" those ... 
other rules of international law with a view to avoiding conflicts between them and < 
ensuring greater coherence of international rules. --.--• 

The following section offers some thoughts on the use of multilateral 
environmental agreements, as tools to interpret WTO provisions, when dealing with / 
trade and environment disputes, taking into account the previous discussion on Article \ 
31.3(c) of the Vienna Convention. 

4. The Use of MEAs ,m.der Article 31.3(c) to Interpret WTO Agreements 

First, it should be emphasized that there has not been one GA TT or WTO formal 
dispute challenge against trade measures imposed pursuant to an MEA. On the one) 
hand, this may reveal some sort of common understanding between WTO Members 
on the legal value of these MEAs and their relationship with the WTO Agreement:/ 
On the other hand, given the number of proposals from Members to amend Article 
XX ofthe GATT and the vigorous debates in the Committee on Trade and 
Environment (CTE), it is difficult to conclude that consensus exists on this question. In 
any case, the following discussion on the relationship between MEAs and the WTO 
system is interesting, because it is an application of the need to ensure coherenc¢ 
between economic and environmental policies and, consequently, between thJ. 
different legal regimes we have created to govern these policies. 133 Ensuring thi~/ 
coherence is a fundamental in order to ensure the effectiveness of international law{ 
systems generally and to guide our behaviour towards sustainable development. 

(a) 'Hade measures in environmental treaties 

There are now hundreds of treaties dealing with environmental issues. Manycj 
these have implications for international trade. As economic activity relies on an 
affects the environment, MEAs regularly encourage and sometimes require States ( 
enact measures that affect the way economic activity within or between States{ 
conducted. In addition, a narrower category of MEAs uses specific trade measures ( 
address environmental harm by regulating the transboundary movement of certai 
environmentally harmful products. 134 Environmentalists would argue that these tra • 

133 Moreover, this discussion on the relationship between trade and environment treaty provisions 
encourage further discussions on the relevance of the so-called "WTO saving clauses" in environment:tl 

134 There are more than 180 MEAs existing, of which over 20 incorporate trade measures, from 
(1997): Reco11dling the CATT a11d Multilateral E1wironnm1ta/ Agreements with Trade Provision,: The Latest 
Review of European Community and International Environmental Law (RECIEL), 112. 
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measures provide an important policy measure in MEAs for a number of reasons. First, 
they are used to regulate trade in environmentally harmful products, and to create a 
regulatory framework to manage and minimize environmental risk. The Basel 
Convention, for example, includes trade-related obligations to ensure that hazardous 
waste is properly managed, transported and treated. m Sirn..ibrly, CITES regulates trade 
in endangered species to foreclose markets for illegal products and, thus, remove the 
financial incentive for illegal poaching. 136 Second, trade bans may encourage wide 
participation in MEAs by limiting the right of non-parties to trade in a particular 
product-such as hazardous waste-with parties to the MEA. Generally, these trade 
bans are narrowly tailored to target only those products associated with the 
environmental harm that is addressed by the MEA. Third, trade measures remove the 
competitive advantage that States may gain by remaining outside the MEA and, 
therefore, reduce their ability to avoid the costs of environmental obligations while 
enjoying the environmental benefits provided by the action of other States. The WTO 
Committee on Trade and Environment identified, in 1996, about 20 MEAs currently 
in effect that contain trade provisions. Three in particular-the Montreal protocol, 
CITES and the Basel Convention-impose an obligation on its parties to ban the 
import of various substances from countries that are not parties to these treaties. 

The issue of which types of MEAs might be used as "relevant rules of 
international law applicable in the relations between the parties" to interpret WTO 
obligations under Article 31.3(c) is a complex one, vvhich involves factual and legal 
considerations. The purpose of this section is not to provide any sort of ans,ver to this 
question, but simply to offer some thoughts on what could be used as relevant 
parameters for further discussion. 

It is also useful to examine the practical situations in which a Panel or the 
Appellate Body might be requested to interpret WTO obligations, such as Article XX, 
in light of the provisions of an MEA. 137 13el0\v, are considered six main situations: a 
first set for cases involving an MEA adopted by both disputants, and (1) where the 
disputed measure is required by an MEA; (2) where the disputed measure is not 
required, but is explicitly permitted; and (3) where the disputed measure is taken in 
furtherance of the goals of an MEA. The second set of cases involves an MEA that has not 
. been adopted by both disputants, and (4) where the dispute measure is required by an 
MEA; (5) where the disputed measure is not required, but is e:xplicitly permitted, and (6) 
where the disputed measure is taken in. furtherance ~l the goals of an MEA. 

The discussion below assumes that Article 31.3(c) of the Vienna Convention does 
not limit "any relevant rules of international law" to only those treaties th:it have a 
membership identical to that of the WTO. It is also assumed that compliance ,,lith the 

rn Basel Convention on the Control ofTranshoundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal, 
22March 1989, 281.L.M. 649, Art. 4(2)(c). 

u 6 CITES, as above, at Arts Ill, IV and V. 
137 lt is worth recalling that the provision, of the Vienna Convention arc not to be used exclusively in case 

of dispute. However, it 1n-ay be simpler for the bcnefit of the present discussion to refer to disputants, although the 
logic would apply when interpreting the provision, of the W'TO for purpose, other than a dispute. 
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specific provisions of an MEA would often satisfy the Shrimp requirement for a 
"nexus" between the policy pursed and the choice of measure (Article XX(g)). 

(b) Situations involving an MEA adopted by /10th disputants 

(1) First, the creation of an MEA with broad membership could provide a strong•·••·•·· 
indication that a genuine environmental problem exists, and that the international < 
community has agreed that a certain response is required. In some cases, it may indicate < 
that the international community has agreed that, in certain prescribed circumstances, < 
trade measures are a justifiable response to the risk of environmental hann. The llasef 
Convention, for example, prohibits shipments between parties to the convention\ 
unless it can be demonstrated that the importing nation "will manage the waste in all\ 
environmentally sound manner".13 8 Here, export bans, which would arguably\ 
contravene Article XI of the GATT, have been identified by the international 
community as being an important tool for dealing with the threats of environmental) 
damage arising from the creation, transportation and disposal of hazardous waste .. \ 
Similarly, CITES uses a permit and listing system to prohibit trade in listed wildlife and/ 
wildlife products unless a scientific finding is made that the trade in question will not 
threaten the existence of the species. 139 The existence of an MEA with broadi 
membership or open to all WTO Members could have some systemic consequences,/ 
which should be reflected in the interpretation of Article XX. 140 \ 

Therefore, it is suggested that in a situation where an MEA ,-equires certain trade{ 
measures between its parties (an initial legal fact to be determined) and these parties are also/ 
WTO Members, there is the potential for a "conflict" between the MEA's obligations and\ 
those of the WTO (e.g. the Article XI prohibition against import bans). In this context, it 
can be argued that Article XX should be interpreted to take into account the presumption\ 
against "conflicts". 141 It should be recalled that in international law a conflict exists between 
two provisions when one provision prohibits an action that the other provision requires.\ 
This presumption suggests that potential conflicts should be resolved by interpreting the 
action taken pursuant to the MEA, binding both disputants, as prfriia fade compatible with . 
Article XX. In other words, it could be argued that a trade measure required by the te 
of the MEA would be "presumed" to satisfy the requirements of Ai.tide XX. Indeed, 
could be argued that the obligation contained in Article 31.3(c) to take into account 

138 Basel Convention, as above, at Art. 4(2)(e). 
"'' CITES, as above, at Arts I![ 2(a), 3(a) and IV(a). 
1"' 1 In this context, it should be recalled that many WTO Members have proposed different criteria 

could be used by WTO adjudicating bodies faced with such an issue. 
141 Note also that the public international law presumption against conflicts has also been applied by 

Appellate Body in Canada-Certain Measures Concerning Periodicals, adopted 30 July 1997, WT/DS31/AB/ . 
(hereinafter Cmwda-Pcriodica/s), at 19; in Bananas III, when dealing with the overlapping coverage ofGATT 1994 
and GATS, paras 219-222; and by Panel, in I11dcmesia--Certai11 Measures AJJccting tire A,itomohile Indu.<tr)\ adopted; 
23 July 1998 (WT/DS54, 55, 59 and 64), at para. 14.28, but only when dealing with appearance of conflict\ 
between some WTO provisions. Except in the case of A1ge11ti11a--Footwear (WT/DS57) discussed above, tliiif:•• 
presumption has not yet been applied by the Appellate Body to a conflict between a WTO provision and noifi 
WTO agreement. 
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"rules of international law applicable to the pa1ties" recognizes that such conflict with other 
treaties should be avoided in the interpretation of the treaty under examination. 

(2) Second, an MEA may still be relevant where trade measures are not required 
by the MEA, but are instead explicitly permitted. Herc the interpreter is not faced with a 
situation of strict conflict between the WTO prohibitions (say against quantitative 
restrictions) and the MEA's requirements, as there are no such requirements. Instead, it 
is a situation where the "effective interpretation" of treaty provisions should lead the 
interpreter to conclude that the measure explicitly pennitted under the MEA satisfies 
the provisions of Article XX. The principle of effective interpretation ensures that no 
provision of a treaty is left without any effect or becomes a nullity (to take an 
expression used by the Appellate Body in Gasoline.142 To interpret the GATT /WTO 
as nullifying rights negotiated under other treaties, such as under those provided for in 
an MEA, would violate the principle of effective interpretation that ensures that the 
ordinary meaning of all terms of a treaty are given their full meaning. Therefore, a 
trade restriction explicitly permitted by an MEA could be argued to be presumed to 
satisfy the requirements of Article XX. 

(3) Third, where the measure challenged is not required or explicitly pemntted, but 
one that a patty claims is taken in furtherance of the MEA's goals, the situation is more 
complex. Nonetheless, that MEA may still constitute a "relevant rnle of international 
law", which, in some circumstances, a Panel shall be obliged to take into account when 
interpreting and applying the provisions of Article XX for a specific WTO Member. 
That the international community has identified an environmental problem as sufficiently 
serious to warrant an international response lends weight to a claim that a measure that 
furthers its goals is based on environmental motivations. The fact that the said measure is 
applied along the framework contained in that MEA can also be of some relevance to 
assess whether the measure was applied in compliance with the provisions of the chapeau 
of Article XX. The function of tl1e Panel is to assess whether the measure is adopted for 
environmental considerations and applied without being a disguised restriction on 
international trade. It is difficult to see how a Panel could refuse to examine tl1e 
relationship between the measures challenged and the provisions of a relevant MEA, in 
furtherance of which, it is claimed to have been adopted. 

Here it is important to recall that Article XX permits certain unilateral action to be 
taken to promote environmental goals, even in the absence of an MEA on the subject
matter. It would be illogical if a WTO Member, acting in fi.utherance of the goals of a 
relevant MEA (and party to such an MEA), were to be in a worse position than if no such 

had existed. This assessment will be a factual one and will depend on the specific 
,,.,n,,,.,,.,11.,, at issue and the specific provisions of such an MEA. This was the situation in 

the United States and the complainant parties (all CITES signatmies) found 
rhF•,,,,,,,1,:rP< in the Shrimp dispute. The US allegation that its measures were adopted in 

of the CITES goals was considered by the Panel and the Appellate Body, but 

1' 2 Gasoline, at p. 18. 
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the US measure was thought to be discriminatory and a disguised restriction on trade, and, 
therefore, not to comply with the provisions of the chapeau of Article XX. 

(c) Situations involving an MEA that has not been adopted by both disputants 

(4) Questions arise where one of the parties to the dispute is not also a party to the 
MEA concerned with the subject-matter covered by the measure for which Article XX • 
is invoked. Although, so far, there have been no challenges to trade measures used in . 
MEAs, the most likely source of a WT0 challenge will come from a WT0 Member .• i 
non-party to that MEA when it becomes subject to a trade ban imposed by a WT0 i/ 
Member pursuant to an MEA. Let's examine the situation where the measure would be ( 
required by the MEA. 143 At least four interpretations are possible. First, it may be argued < 
that the MEA is not a "relevant rule of international law applicable in the relations / 
between the parties", as one of the parties to the dispute is not a party to the MEA. < 
Second, in line with the arguments made above (third situation), it may be argued that < 
the MEA is still relevant as a "rule applicable in the relatfons between the parties" to be.< 
used to interpret Article XX on the basis that it affects the parties' relations, even though( 
only one of them is strictly subject to its provisions. Here, the MEA would have less } 
value in the interpretation ofWT0 rules than, say, a treaty to which both (or all) WTO? 
Members are party. In this case, even in the absence of a presumption of consistency,? 
the MEA would be available to assist the interpretation of WT0 obligations. Third, it? 
may be argued that for the MEA country, compliance with the MEA is to be viewed as/ 
"practice" of one Member. In Computer Equipment, the Appellate Body stated that the/ 
practice of only one Member was relevant when interpreting WT0 provisions. 144 An\ 
interpretation of A1ticle XX so that such practice is respected should be favoured .. } 
Fourth, it can be argued that for the country party to the MEA and to the WT0, ther~.\ 
is a "conflict" or an "inconsistency" between its WT0 and MEA obligations. As the{ 
GA TT /WT0 should be interpreted with a view to avoiding such conflicts of\ 
obligations, a Panel should take into account that WT0 Member's MEA obligation{ 
when interpreting the applicability of Article XX in that specific case. \ 

(5) A further situation is where the disputed measure is not required, but is 
explicitly permitted. > 

(6) For (5) and where the disputed measure is taken in furtherance of the goals of art\ 
MEA, at least two interpretations are still possible. First, it may be argued that the MEAi{ 
not a "relevant rule of international law applicable in the relations between the parties", a{ 
one of the parties to the dispute is not a party to the MEA. Second, it may be argued th .. 
the MEA is still relevant as a "rnle applicable in the relations between the parties" to be use¥ 
to interpret Article XX on the basis that it affects the parties' relations, even though only 
one of them is strictly subject to its provisions. Here, the MEA would have less value ITT 

: :::.::.:: 

143 For example, the Basel Convention prohibits the export of certain products fium parties to ,wn-parties.·i·J;. 
144 Co111p11ter Equipment. at para. 93. . :}\ 
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the interpretation of WTO rules than would, say, a treaty to which both (or all) WTO 
Members are party. In addition, as discussed further in the next section, the existence and 
the content of such a relevant MEA could always be used as factual elements for helping 
the Panel or the Appellate Body assessing whether the measure at issue and its application 
complied with the prescriptions of Article XX. As mentioned before, since A1ticle XX 
permits ce1tain unilateral actions to be taken to promote environmental goals, even in the 
absence of an MEA on the subject-matter, it would be illogical if a WTO Member acting 
in furtherance of the goals of a relevant MEA were to be in a worse position than if no 
such MEA existed. 

Finally, the above proposals (in particular the situations referred to in paragraphs 
(1) and (2) for measures required or explicitly permitted by the MEA), \'lhercby the 
interpretation of Article XX should be done so as to ensure the avoidance of conflict 
and in ensuring the effectiveness of relevant MEAs, should not be understood as a 
setting aside of the two-tier stage test imposed by the Appellate Body in Gasoline when 
interpreting the Article XX. Rather, in certain circumstances, the existence of such an 
MEA and the measures taken in compliance with it, would lead to a presumption that 
the measure is necessary for the protection of health (Article XX(b)) or relating to the 
conservation of natural resources (Article XX(g)) and that such a measure has not been 
applied with discrimination or as a disguised restriction on trade. Of course, the more 
detailed the MEA will be on the enforcement of such type measure, the more it can be 
argued that such a detailed MEA is evidence of a consensus between the two parties or 
even of an international consensus on that matter. 

5. The Use cif an i\lIEA. as Evidence cif a Practice and as Factual Elements Relevant to an 
Article XX Assessment 

It can also be argued that an examination of the relationship between the measure at 
issue and the prescription of a particular MEA could be used as evidence of compliance 
with the terms of the WTO agreements. Of course, inte1prcting law and applying it to the 
facts rarely divides neatly into a two-stage process, and much legal analysis will involve 

.. mixed questions of fact and law. In all of the above-mentioned situations, and in paiticular 
those mentioned in (3), (4), (5) and (6) (where, legally, it may be more difficult to :1rgue 
that an MEA measure would benefit from a presumption of consistency with Article XX), 
the existence of an MEA could be used as part of the factual analysis of the circumstances of 
a dispute and the reasons why a Member adopted that particular trade measure and ,vhy it 
applied it that way. This examination should occur as part of a case-by-case analysis of the 
facts of the case. For instance, reference to or compliance with an MEA could be used as 
one of the elements to establish that discritnination in the application of the measure 
should not be characterized as "unjustifiable", or that its application was not a "disguised 
restriction on intc1national trade" for the purposes of the Atticle XX chapeau. The issue 

< would be whether the content of the MEA has been so widely accepted as to provide 
. i sufficient evidence that the challenged Member has acted in a justifiable manner. 
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In Shrimp, for instance, the Appellate Body did refer to the United States' 
"behaviour'' under other treaties (the Inter-American Convention) in order to . 
conclude that its actions with regard to India, Thailand, Pakistan and Malaysia .··.··• 
constituted unjustifiable discrimination. 145 Reference to other international treaties 
could serve to explain the historical or factual context in which a Member found itself i 
and the background that may explain either the policy basis of a measure or the .•.·. 
manner and circumstances of its application. 

As mentioned before, compliance with a non-WTO treaty can also be viewed as < 
evidence of State practice, even if of one party only, which is relevant when interpreting ( 
whether that Member is covered by the provisions of Article XX of the GATT. 146 . < 

Such examination of each MEA, on a case-by-case basis, cannot be done withouf> 
keeping in mind the fundamental conclusion of the Appellate Body with regard to the / 
need to ensure that some Jlexibility is left to all sovereign countries to comply with the)} 
policy requirements authorized under the sub-paragraphs of Article XX. The respecti) 
of such flexibility ensures that the application of the measure at issue is always done < 
with the object of ensuring that the policy pursued is really one of the sub-paragraphs \ 
of Article XX and not a disguised restriction on trade. 

6. To What Extent Can WTO Adjudicating Bodies Interpret 1vIEAs? 

Previous sections suggested that, pursuant to Article 31.3( c) 
Convention, WTO adjudicating bodies are required to use non-WTO rules to interpret 

WTO obligations. Using MEAs to interpret WTO obligations is also likely to require> 
Panels and the Appellate Body to interpret the MEAs themselves, even if only tb 
determine whether the MEA invoked is relevant or requires such and such action. ff 
may be asked to what extent can the WTO adjudicating bodies undertake this analysis\ 
and when does interpreting an MEA border on applying it in a way that is inconsistent{ 
with the WTO dispute settlement mechanism's mandate? .J 

Article 31 of the Vienna Convention requires Panels and the Appellate Body to take) 
into account other public international law rights and obligations. In doing so, they have 
the mandate to interpret the relevance of other sources of law in order to perfonn theit 
obligation to interpret WTO right~ and obligations. In Bananas Ill, the Appellate Body 
upheld the Panel's statement that they "had no alternative but to examine the provisions'\ 
of the non-WTO agreement "in so far as it is necessa1y" to interpret the WTO rules (the 
Lome waiver referred to the Lome Convention). 147 The implication is that their roleis 
limited to interpreting the non-WTO mle to the extent necessary to dispose of the matte{ 
at hand. In a case involving a measure required, pennitted or in furtherance of an ME ••• 
the dispute settlement mechanism could at least make a detennination about the fact 

w S/1ri111p, at paras 169-176. 
1" Computer flq,.,ipment. at para. 93, 
147 Bananas III, at para. 162. 
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relevant MEA. In other words, the Panel could examine the MEA to detennine that the 
parties are covered by the MEA and/ or that the MEA includes relevant rules of 
international law applicable between the patties, without going on to determine whether 
the specific measure challenged satisfies the tem1s of the MEA. Additional criteria to be 
negotiated by Members could oblige Panels and the Appellate Body to verify othe1· aspects 
of such MEAs. 

In conclusion, if Panels and the Appellate Body are considered to be required to 
take into account a broad range of international rules when interpreting WTO 
provisions, it seems that to the extent necessary for this task, they will have to interpret 
a1,d -examine such non-WTO provisions. 

7. The Relationship between the Dispute Settlement Mechanism ef MEAs and those ef the WIO 

The right, and sometimes the obligation, of Panels and the Appellate Body to 
interpret an MEA should not be viewed as usurpation of the authority ofMEA Secretariats 
(or other MEA bodies) to supervise and adininister the enforcement of such MEA,;. Some 
ME& have dispute settlement mechanisms in place that should be used to enforce the 
provisions of such MEAs. The relationship between the dispute settlement mechanism of 
an MEA and that of the WTO bears some parallels with the relationship between the 
dispute settlement mechanism of a regional trade agreement and that of the WT0. 148 

It seems accepted practice that States may adhere to different hut parallel dispute 
settlement mechanisms for parallel obligations. Very rarely, however, will two disputes be 
based on identical and parallel violations. If it were the case (for· instance, an MEA 
provision prohibiting violations to the WTO, and the WTO prohibiting quantitative 
restrictions), it seems clear that before the WTO adjudicating bodies only a WTO violation 
could be invoked, and before the MEA body(ies), only violations of the MEA could be 
invoked. Situations involving conflicts between the object of two dispute settlement 
mechanisms (for instance if under the MEA a patty sought to enforce a trade restriction and 
under the WTO another party sought to remove that re~triction) are unlikely. It is difficult 
to see how ,this s01t of conflict could be resolved, except with reference to ·a supreme body 
that does 'ff0t yet exist. However, usually the dispute settlement mechanisms of MEAs 
differ a®d,are:leSs'stringent than those of the WTO. To the extent that the MEA and the 
WTO •dispute • inechanisms are not mutually exclusive, there may be risk of abuse of 
procedures,-bt1t no-strict incompatibility between the i:\vo systems. 

The -jssue, of the: relationship between the dispute settlement mechanism of an MEA 
and that ofthe'-WTOwill probably presentit~elf differently. What may happen is that, under 
the provisions of an MEA, a countty intending to impose a trade measure in compliance or 
in furtherance of the policies of an MEA is obliged to co!!lSult or negotiate with the other 
MEA niember.-For :instance, would the refosal to consult with the MEA Member, under 

. Ha On'thi1 issue sec Marceau, Gabrielle (1997): Displlle Settler,1e1WMec/ia11ism Regimral or Multila1em/; Wl1id1 
One 1s Retter? 31 JW:T. 3, p. 169. 
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the MEA, have any consequence in the WTO dispute settlement process which may be 
triggered by another WTO Member after the (early) imposition of a trade measure? 

If the MEA obliges its Members to use the MEA dispute settlement mechanism in 
case of disagreement, or if so requested by another MEA Member, the refusal to use 
such an MEA mechanism could constitute a violation of the MEA. Y ct, in the absence 
of any MEA provision as to when the MEA dispute mechanism is to be used generally, 
and/or in relation with the WTO one, is there an obligation to "exhaust" the MEA ·.·· 
mechanism before initiating a WTO dispute? 149 Or would this interpretation be ·•···.··.·• 

viewed as inhibiting the right of a Member under the DSU to initiate a formal dispute > 
whenever a Member considers that a benefit has been impaired or nullified? .\ 

One answer may be that in the absence of any explicit provisions to that effect, the > 
WTO dispute settlement mechanism cannot be stopped. Another position may be that the > 
principle of good faith would appear to oblige WTO Members and MEA Members to use > 
first the more specific MEA mechanism, even when it overlaps with tl1at of the WTO. / 
However, with the DSU as drafted, it would be difficult for a WTO Panel or the Appellate ./ 
Body to refuse to hear a case because the disputant paities could or should have exhausted the J 
MEA mechanism. Arguably, such a refusal to use the MEA dispute settlement mechani'itn > 
(which may constitute a violation of the MEA) would not constitute a violation of the WTO/\ 
per se, but could be used when assessing the good faith of a party to the WTO dispute. 

In Shrimp, the Appellate Ilody stated that the United States, contrary to Section 609, 
had failed to undertake "serious across-the-board negotiations" with those other Members;} 
Such refusal was one of the elements used by the Appellate Body to conclude that the United 
States had applied its measures in a discriminatory manner. This is another type of situation) 
where the provi~ions of an outside treaty and the facts relating to its administration have/ 
been used and taken into account when assessing whether a WTO Member can benefi( 
from the application of Article XX. In this context, a more provocative argument would/ 
be that as the "obhgation to consult prior to imposing unilateral measures" has attained th~ 
level of a general principle oflaw, die absence of prior consultation with a view to reaching{ 
a co-operation agreement within the MEA, is evidence ofbad faith, and a violation of due( 
process, contra1y to the provisions of the chapeau of A1ticle XX. It is yet to be determined,/ 
but some have argued that the obligation to negotiate with the affected countries results{ 
from the obligation of good faith, itself a general principle oflaw. 150 • •••• 

.. ·-:.-; 

"" Some parallels could be drawn with the discussion on the exhaustion oflocal remedy in international 1al,):• 
although the application of this principie in the WTO is an issue not yet resolved. On the issue of exhaustion of/ 
domestic remedy in GATT/WTO law, see Kuyper, Pieter Jan (1994): The Law of GA'J"f as a Special Field ef 
fotcrnatfonal Laa, N.Y.lL, p. 227; Kuyper, Pieter Jan (1995): TIie New f,T,TO Dispule Settlement Sysrem-The lmpad:( 
"II the European Cmwnunity. 29 ].WT. 6, p. 49; Rutsel, Silvestre J Martha (1996): H0rld Trade Disputes Sertlement aitd 
the Exhaustion of Local Re111edics R,r/e, 30 ].W.T. 4, p. 107. / 

'°0 A more provocative argument could be that as the obligation to consult has attained the level of a generaL:· 
principle of law; the absence of consultations with a view to reaching a co~opcration agreement within the MEA{ 
ptior to the imposition of a unilateral mcasme, can be viewed as evidence of violation of dt1e process a1idi 
,liscrimination, contrary to the provisions of the chapeau of Article XX. However, it fa yet to he determined buf.i 
some have argued that the obligation to negotiate with the affected countries results from the obligation of good(: 
faith, itself a general principle of law. Sec Angelet, Nicolas (1993): LJI M(se en orr.ivre des mesures coerciti~es &ono111iq11efi 
des 1V11tions U11ies da11s la G11mnu1iaute europeemie, Revue belge de droit international, vol. XXVI, p. 500, at p. 525, >.> 
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In conclusion, the existence of dispute settlement mechanisms in MEAs cannot be 
viewed as a limitation for WTO Panels and the Appellate Body to examine the 
content of relevant MEAs when interpreting WTO provisions. 

8. The Use of Other Rules and Principles-Including the Customary and General Rule of 
Intemational Laiv-----Under the Vienna Convention to Assist in the Interpretation (if T,·VTO 
Agreements 

Pursuant to Article 3.2 of the DSU, Panels and the Appellate Body are obliged to 
interpret and clarify WTO provisions in accordance with the customary rules of 
interpretation of public international law, which include those codified in the Vienna 
Convention, but also international law interpretive principles, such as the presumption 
against conflicts or the principle of in dubio mitiris. The above section suggested that, 
pursuant to Article 31.3(c) of the Vienna Convention, itself a customary principle of 
interpretation, Panels and the Appellate Body shall also take into account any relevant 
rnles of international law. This section submits that any interpreter shall also take into 
account any general principle of international law when interpreting WTO provisions. 

It is not the purpose of this section to attempt to enumerate ,vhich principles may 
have reached the status of customary international law or general principle of law. 
Instead, the proposition is that as a general matter, in addition to treaties, other rules, 
such as general principles of law, may be relevant in WTO trade and environment 
disputes. A few illustrations are suggested. 

The Appellate Body has already used a number of customary and general 
principles of international law to interpret WTO rules. In relation to the general 
principle of "good faith", the Appellate Body :in Shrimp stated: 

"The chapeau of Article XX is, in fact, but one expression of the ptinciple of good faith. This 
principle, at once a general principle oflaw and a general principle of international h,v, controls 
the exercise of rights by States. One application of this general principle, the application widely 
known as the dnctrine of alms de droit, prohibits the abusive exercise of a State\ rights and 
enjoins that whenever the assertion of a right 'impinges on the field covered by [a] tre-aty 
obligation, it must be exercised /Jona.fide, that is to say, reasonably' .151 An abusive exercise by a 
Member of its 0\vn treaty right thus results in a breach of the treaty rights of the other Members 
and, as well, a violation of the treaty obligation of the Member so acting. Having said this, our 
task here is to interpret the language of the chapeau, seeking additional i11te1pretatiPc ,guidanre, ,1s 
appropriate, from the ienera/ principles of international law. " 152 (Emphasis Jdded.) 

In the Hormones dispute, the European Communities argued that the 
"precautionary principle" was a general principle of Lnv that should be used to 
interpret the provisions of the SPS Agreement. The Appellate Body declined to reach 
any conclusion and wrote: 

'" (Original footnote.) 
152 Shri!llp, at para. 158. 
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"The precautionary principle is regarded by some as having crystallized into a general principle 
of customary international environmental law. Whether it has been widely accepted by Members 
as a principle of general or wstomary international law appears less than ckar. 153 We consider, 
however, that it is unnecessary, and probably imprudent, for the Appellate Body in this appeal 
to take a position on this important, but abstract, question. We note that the panel itself did not 
make any definitive finding with regard to the status of the precautionary principle in 
international law and that the precautionary principle, at least outside the field of international 
environmental law, still awaits authoritative formulation." 15'1 

The Panel had stated: 

"To the extent that this principle could be considered as part of customary international law. / 
and be used to interpret Articles 5.1 and 5.2 , . , as a customary rule of public international law / 
.. , we consider that this principle would not override the explicit wording of Article 5.1 and ) 
5,2 " .. "155 • 

For instance, the principle of "sustainable development" is now contained in the X 

first paragraph of the WTO Agreement Preamble as one of the WTO's objectives. } 
Sustainable development cannot be interpreted in isolation from the existing < 
international treaties on the subject-matter. While there is no definitive agreement on / 
the meaning of the term "sustainable development", the Appellate Body in Shrimp 
referred to this principle and concluded that "it must add colour, texture and shading. ) 
to our interpretation of the agreements annexed to the WTO Agreement", 156 The\/ 
Panel in Tuna II also referred to sustainable development. 157 • 

Another example could be the principle of prnporcionality. Sorrie may also argue/ 
that in fact the new "balancing text" or "line of equilib1ium" invoked by the Appellate ( 
Body in its interpretation of the relationship between WTO rights under Articles I, II(/ 
and XI and those of Article XX is an extension of the general principle for ) 
" • 1· " 158 H h A ll B d .d ••• propornona,1ty . owever, t e ppe ate o y never sai so. . <} 

Customary international law also requires States to avoid causing transboundary<< 
environmental harm. This p1inciple was recognized by the ICJ in the Legality if the Use< 
by a State of Nuclear Weapons in Armed Conflict (1993-1996). 159 It can be arg-i.ted that:,\ 
interpreted in light of this principle, Article XX protects the i"ight of States to take> . 
proportional trade measures as a response to transboundary harm, such as pollution or-/ 
damage to shared resources, such as fisheries. 

151 (Original footnote.) 
154 (Original footnote.) ·.-••·· 
155 Panel Report on Hormones, para. 8.157. , • :_i)_ 
"'' Shri111p, at para. 150. -/<·/ 
m Trma II, at para. 5.42: "that the objective of sustainable development, which includes the protection and(': 

preservation of the environment, ha, been widely recognized by the contracting parties to the General-.:,·: 
Agreement". The !CJ in the Gabdkovo-N,,gymaws Proj<'ct (Hungary!Slouakia) also referred to the need to interpret._::. 
the treaty obligations of the party in light of such principle; "This need to reconcile econorrric development with:"_: 
protection of the environment is aptly expres,ed in the concept of sustainable development"', >·•:.:... 

1'" lt may also be argued that such a proportionality principle is recognized in Art. 2.2 of the TBT and Art:/.•·••• 
5.6 of the SPS Agreements where prohibiting measures more restrictive than necessary to pursue a legitimate:\/ 
policy objective. • • 

i;s The Lt;~a/ity of the Use /;ya State of Nuclear Jifkapons in Armed Cmiflicl, IC] Decision (1993-1996). 
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Finally, other principles have already been recognized in international la'"' and 
could be invoked 111 environment-related disputes to interpret WTO rules. 

The biggest d-ifficulty when dealing with concepts such as international customs or 
general principles of international law, is, of course, to define them and their lim.its.1611 

After having done so and unless othenvise instructed by Members, Panels or the 
Appellate Body would then be obliged to take into account such customs or general 
principles when interpreting a WTO provision. 

D, CONCLUSION 

In the absence of any instructions by Members as to which criteria should be used 
when dealing with trade and environment disputes at the WTO, Panels and the 
Appellate Body will need to address these issues on a case-by-ca,e basis, using existing 
international rules to help them interpret the ambiguous and arguably out-dated 
provisions of Article XX. The CUffent provisions for dealing ,vith environmental issues 
in the WTO agreements are limited and do not provide Panels and the Appellate Body 
with very much guidance. Interpreting these provisions in the light of other relevant 
principles of international law as required by the Vienna Convention will add texture 
to the provisions. Nevertheless, there remain significant doubts about the 
appropriateness of dealing with an important issue such as the interface ben;veen trade 
and environmental policy through the development of ad hoc rules. This is 
compounded by the fact that, despite their considerable legal expertise, the WTO 
adjudication bodies lack the democratic accountability of national governments and, 
arguably, also the capacity to mediate between complex trade, development and 
environmental issues. Rather than leaving it to Panels and the Appellate Body to strike 
the right line of equilibrium benveen the right to market access on one hand, and the 
right to take measures to protect the environment on the other, Members may wish to 
agree further rules on trade and environment. In the event they do decide to agree 
further rules, they will need to consider the mechanisms available to them within the 
WTO system to further address environmental issues in the multilateral trading system. 

IV. MECHANISM BY WHICH WTO MEMBERS CAN FURTHER ADDRESS 

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES lN THE MULTILATERAL TRADING SYSTEM 

So far, Members using trade measures for environment purposes seem to have 
done so in a rather non-systemic manner, sometimes respecting the MEA's procedure 
but often not, thereby reducing the chance of a peaceful and negotiated solution. The 
new WTO Appellate Body and its pro-active adjudication process add to the 
uncertainties in an area such as trade and environment. Faced with these ad hoc patching 

1"' 1 ltt this context, it may be recalled that the United States in Hom1011es ;lrgued that "precautionary" was an 
approach, rather than a principle. Homw11cs, at para. 122. 
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solutions to fundamental and sometimes urgent problems, Members may want to 
determine some criteria or hierarchy of norms applicable to these matters. If WTO 
Members decide to further address environmental issues at the WTO, the question 
arises "How will they do it?" What legal and policy mechanisms are available to WTO 
Members to expand or delimit the role of environmental considerations at the WTO? 
The purpose of this final section is to explore some of the mechanisms that WTO 
Members may use to further address the relationship between environmental 
considerations and the multilateral trading system. Six main types of WTO legal 
instruments are discussed: (A) guidelines and "presc1iptive decisions"; (B) a waiver; (C) 
an interpretation; (D) an amendment of Article XX or other provisions; (E) an 
understanding; and (F) plurilateral or multilateral agreements. 

The Members' choice of legal instrument will depend on a number of factors, 
including the subject-matter and the extent to which they consider that current rules 
need to be revised or developed. For instance, a decision to confirm that certain trade 
measures in MEAs are consistent with the existing language of Article XX may require 
a different instrument than a proposal to undertake a more wholesale revision of the· 
PPM issue. The type of instrument adopted will also affect the extent to which it 
formally binds WTO Members and whether it must be ratified by national parliaments 
before it is effective. 

A. ISSUES THAT COULD BE ADDRESSED THROUGH THE ADOPTION OF NEW LEGAL 

INSTRUMENTS 

There are a number of issues that WTO Members may seek to resolve with these 
legal instruments. These include a resolution of the MEA/WTO debate as well as a 
number of other matters, ranging from the use of environment and development 
experts in dispute settlernent, to a more formal attempt to resolve the PPM issue in a 
way that equitably balances the right of market access with the right to take effective 
action against environmental degradation. A full discussion of these issues and how 
they may be achieved is beyond the scope of this article. The aim of this section is. 
merely to show how the relevant WTO instruments discussed below may be used. 

1. Clarifying the Relationship between Relevant 1\1b"'As and W'lD Rules 

A number of proposals considering this issue have already been considered by the 
CTE. One of these is referred to as the "ex ante" or "criteria" approach, under which 
Members specify the criteria which, if satisfied by an MEA, will satisfy the 
requirements of Article XX. 161 Members could also use guidelines to reiterate the 

"' Most ex ante proposals require the Member invoking the MEA to justify a ineasure to prove that it satisfies 
the Art. XX chapeau. However, because the most difficult aspect of Art. XX is, arguably, complying with the 
chapeau, the indusion of the chapeau criteria in ex ante propmals reduces their efficacy. 
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application of Article 31.3(c) of the Vienna Convention as requiring Panels and the 
Appellate Body to take into account certain MEAs as evidence of international 
recognition of the authenticity of the environmental concerns as envisaged in Article 
XX. A General Council decision could also reiterate that compliance with an MEA 
containing prescriptive obligations could, as argued above, give rise to a presumption 
(arguably rebuttable) of compliance ',,Vith Article XX. 

Again, as noted above in relation to guidelines and other WTO instruments, 
WTO Members could also agree that certain MEA-based measures are presumed to be 
compatible with Article XX. In addition, in the context of dispute settle1ncnt, a 
multilateral agreement on the environment could set aside WTO jurisdiction in favour 
of the exclusive application of an MEA when, for instance, measures are taken directly 
pursuant to an MEA and the MEA contains a dispute settlement mechanism. Members 
would have to decide whether the MEA mechanism is exclusive or alternative to that 
of the WTO (see, for instance, such provisions as they exist in the NAFTA between 
the NAFTA and the WTO dispute settlement mechanism). It must be noted that 
because few MEAs contain binding dispute settlement mechanisms, it is doubtful that 
Members would forgo their right to invoke their rights under the WTO dispute 
settlement mechanbm. Nevertheless, WTO Members could conceivably be required 
to exhaust their rights under the relevant MEA before either instigating trade measures 
or responding to the ti·ade measures of others by bringing a claim at the WTO. 

2. Use of Other Principles of International Law to lnte1prct Ji1lTO Agreements 

General Council decision could also be used to declare the relevance and 
applicability of certain principles of international environmental law or to provide 
more WTO relevant parameters to these principles. A decision could also be used to 
confirm the crystallization or define and limit their application in the \XITO system. 

3. Involvement of JvIEA Secretariats 

Members could encourage greate1· involvement of relevant MEA Secretariats. Even 
before the formal Panel process, MEA Secretariats co11ld, for instance, be invited to send 
comments and participate in consultations or mediation. A decision could also encourage 
Panels to fully exercise their 1ights under Article 13 of the DSU to request information 
from MEA Secretaiiats. 162 The advantage of early involvement of relevant .!VlEA 
Secretariats is that these expe1ts may be in a better position to assess compliance with an 

MEA-a factor that will also be relevant in the P:mel process. In disputes where there is 
no relevant MEA, experts could be consulted-again at the early stage of the dispute-to 
collect evidence which could be used later should the matter not be settled. 

162 The Appellate Body in Shrimp at para, 79-91 and 99-1 rn, has interpreted this prnvi,ion as a1lowing 
Panels to take into account even non-solicited <:.uh1nission fro111. non-Men:tbers, 
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4. Use of Environmental Experts 

First, guidelines or other decisions by the General Council could consider the 
early use of environment and development experts in dispute settlement. The 
encouragement to use a group of experts at the early stage of the dispute may improve 
the expert selection process at the Panel stage and oblige parties to identify expert • 
issues. The use of experts, even before the formal DSU process, could be seen as an ·.i• 
effort to settle the dispute in a mutually agreed manner. A decision could also 
encourage Members to select a trade-environment panelist, and could include a list of/ 
such experts as is done in other WTO areas. • 

Further use of environment and development experts may assist Panels in certain / 
circumstances. An agreement on the environment could include specific provisions for\ 
the selection of experts and panelists for the Panel process. It could also define criteria < 
for 11011-WTO Member submissions in order to ensure the representativeness and the•.•.· 
authentic interest of those allowed to submit submissions to Panels .. Provisions Y 
applicable to disputes could also be complemented by an amendment of the DSU, / 
possibly by adding to Appendix 2 of the DSU a list of additional special procedures for/ 
disputes involving this new agreement. • 

5. Alternative DispHte Resolution 

A WTO instrument could recall the provmons of Article 5 of the DSU on··• 
Mediation, Conciliation and Good Offices and encourage Members to exhaust aU< 
non-binding WTO remedies before invoking their right to formal, binding dispute \ 
settlement proceedings. Guidelines on Article 5 could encourage early notification and . 
exchange of information, as is done in the areas of antisubsidies and antidumping ) 
measures. They could also provide an opportunity for affected stakeholders, relevant 
international organizations (such as UNEP, UNCT AD and UNDP) and the relevant i 
MEA Secretariats to be consulted. To ensure they are not used to delay access to\ 
formal WTO procedures, the Article 5 procedures could run in parallel with the 
consultation period, or fonnal dispute settlement. Increased use of Article 5 procedures\ 
would have significant advantages for both developed and developing countries. As an< 
informal process, it could operate outside the formal WTO structure and requires no \ 
changes to WTO rules. It could also allow the parties to come to a negotiated\ 
settlement without the need for formal and expensive, binding dispute settlement. 
procedures. 

6. Reference to the International Court (if Justice 

Another element that could be included in a multilateral agteement is provisions ..... 
allowing certain matters to be refetred to the ICJ. As the WTO dispute settlement .. 
mechanism can apply and enforce only WTO provisions, it could be argued that the )/ 
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ICJ would be the best international fonim to adjudicate certain matters where non
WTO obligations are applicable. At the least, in these circmnstances, the ICJ might 
usefully provide a non-binding opinion on the relationship between the obligations of 
the WTO and the provisions of other treaties. Such a proposal would necessitate an 
amendment to Article 23 of the DSU, which obliges WTO Members to bring to the 
WTO any dispute relating to the WTO provisions. 

For example, trade disputes involving a pre-determined list of environmental 
treaties could be subject to final review by the ICJ. Here, the model used under the 

• • .. Havana Charter could be adopted. This model would have allowed ITO Members, 
•• after referring a claim to the Executive Board and the Conference, to request a review 
• of the final decision by the ICJ. 

Possibilities also existed for an advisory opinion by the ICJ. It~ for example, a 
WTO Member invoked an MEA as a basis for its otherwise WTO incompatible 
measure, the ICJ could be asked for an opinion on Lhe consistency of the meas11re '#ith 
the MEA, or the legal relationship of the MEA and WTO provisions. Such a refe1nl 
could be done for the entire case or just for question oflaw, following, for instance, a 

• referral made to the European Court ofJustice. 163 

Reference to the ICJ would necessitate an amendment to Article 23 of the DSU, 
•••• which provides that the DSU mechanism is the exclusive procedure to be used by 

v?TO Members to handle claims of WTO violations. Furthermore, any process 
involving recourse to the ICJ would have to envisage a very quick turnaround so as to 
avoid undue delay. 

>. B. MECHANISMS FOR FURTHER ADDRESSING TRADE AND ENVIRONMENT !H THE WTO 

1. Guidelines and Prescriptive Decisions 

Article IX of the WTO Agreement sets out WTO decision-making procedures. It 
describes a series of different kinds of decisions (including general decisions, 

••.•. interpretations and waivers) that may be taken by the Ministerial Conference or the 
General Council. 164 The general decision-making process is set out in Article IX.1, 
which states that the WTO shall continue the GATT practice of decision-making by 
consensus. In the event that consensus cannot be reached, matters will be decided by a 
majority of vofes cast, unless otherwise provided for in the various WTO agreements. 
General Council decisions are mostly used for procedural and administrative purposes. 
They cannot be used to amend or add obligations to the WTO Agreement and, 
consequently, do not need to be ratified by WTO Members. 

The Article TX decision-making procedure provides WTO Members vYith 
•··• substantial discretion. Thus, WTO Members may consider a number of kinds of 

"' 3 Art. 1 77 of the EEC 
1°" Note that Art. Xl of the WTO Agreement refers to the Ministerial Conference, but pursu,mt to the Art. 

IV2, the functions of the Ministeri.>l Conference may he conduct~d by the General Council. 
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decisions to further address environmental issues at the WTO. The most flexible of) 
these would be a set of voluntary "guidelines" to offer parameters for environment- \ 
related disputes. Guidelines could be considered as voluntary nonns that, as a practical\ 
or political matter, encourage Members to adopt certain practices, contribute to·•··•· 
mutual understanding about how certain environmental issues should be resolved, and 
assist the clarification of existing WTO obligations. These would provide the most \ 
adaptable method to integrate further environmental considerations into WTO dispute< 
settlement procedures. They may influence the interpretation ofWTO agreements by/ 
Panels or the Appellate Body in the event of a dispute. In addition they offer the 
advantage of flexibility in being used by Members and each Panel on a case-by-case} 
basis. Moreover, because they are non-binding, Members are more likely to allow{ 
them to cover a greater number of environmental issues than a more prescriptive 
decision. 

In addition to guidelines to be used by Members and/or adjudicating bodies on a 
voluntary and indicative basis, Members could adopt decisions using more prescriptive< 
language on various aspects of the trade and environment disputes. Whereas guidelinesi\ 
offer flexibility, prescriptive decisions offer clarity and predictability. More presciiptive > 
language in a decision wouid, however, reduce the likelihood that Members would use) 
them to address the most contentious trade and environment issues. In the area of) 
dispute settlement, for instance, the Dispute Settlement Body adopted by consensus 
the Rules of Conduct for panelists, 165 the Working Practices Concerning Dispute} 
Settlement Procedures 166 and the Procedures for Administering the Indicative List, 167) 

all of which have had an important impact on the functioning of the dispute settlement 
mechanism. This being said, there are a number of trade and sustainable development/ 
issues that either guidelines or a more prescriptive form of General Council decision) 
may address. These arc listed below to provide some context for the discussion about? 
WTO mechanisms. These issues may, in addition, be addressed using some of the\ 
other mechanisms described below. 

2. Waiver 

A waiver is a decision by WTO Members to authorize a WTO Member to/ 
derogate from its obligations for a limited period of time. A waiver may, for example,\ 
be used to clarify the relationship between MEAs that use trade measures and the> 
WTO. A Member could request a waiver for a specific measure taken under an MEA,) 
or Members could agree a. waiver that would allow for derogation from WTO?\ 
obligations for a list of specific trade measures adopted directly purmanc to MEAs:, 

105 WT /DSB/RC/1. 
166 WTIDSB/W /6. 
"" WT/ll)SB/W/6. 
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The procedure for waiver is set out in Article IX.3 and IX.4 of the WTO 
Agreement. vVaivers to obligations under the GATT 1994 are also subject to the 
provisions of the GA TT 1994 Understanding on Waivers. 168 As is the case with any 
General Council decision, a waiver should be adopted by consensus, although it is 
possible for a Member to call for a vote on such proposed decision. 169 Waiver decisions 
do not need to be ratified by each WTO Member. 

A decision by the General Council granting a waiver must state the exceptional 
circumstances justifying the decision, the tem1s and conditiom governing the application 
of the waiver, and the date on which the ,,,vaiver shaU terminate. A waiver for more than 
one year must be reviewed by the General Council not later than one year after it is 
granted, and thereafter annually until the waiver terminates. In each review, the WTO 
membership must examine whether the exceptional circumstances justifying the waiver 
still exist and whether the terms and conditions attached to the waiver have been met. 
On the basis of the annual review, the waiver may be extended, modified or terrn.inated. 
Waivers to obligations such as those of Articles I, III or XI of the GATT 1994 for 
environmental purposes must terminate on the date of its expiry or two years from the 
date of entry into force of the WTO Agreement, whichever is earlier. 

It can be seen that the procedure for adoption of WTO 'vvaivers is rather 
burdensome. Moreover, the use of a waiver can also be seen as setting up a hierarchy 
between WTO rules and MEAs and as implying that measures in MEAs are otherwise 
incompatible with the provisions of Article XX. Waivers, by their nature, are also only 
a temporary solution. Finally, a Member affected by the consequences of a waiver to the 
GATT 1994 provisions maintains the right to initiate non~violation procedures under 
Article XXIII of the GA TT 1994 against the country that has obtained the ,vaiver. 

3. Formal Inte1pretation by the General Council 

Formal interpretations by the General Council embody the \VTO Members' 
agreement of how· a WTO provision should be 1mderstood. An inte1pretation of 
Article XX could, again, be used to define in greater detail the meaning of its chapeau 
and the appropriate balance bet,veen market access rights under Articles I, III and XI 
on one hand, and the right to take unilateral action to protect the environment on the 
other. An interpretation may also be used to clarify some of the other issues described 
above (such as the extent to which MEAs and customary and general principles of law 
may be used to interpret the WTO agreements). WTO Members could also consider 
using an interpretation to clarify the relationship between the precautionary principle 
and various WTO provisions, including Article S .7 of the SPS Agreement. 

'" Para. 3 of the CATT 1994 Understanding on Waivers provides: "Any Member considering that a benefit 
c.ccruing to it under CATT 1994 is being nullified or unpaired as a remlt of ... (b) the application of a measure 
consistent with the terms and conditions of the waiver may invoke the provisions of Article XXlll of CATT 19'14 
as elahorated and applied by the Dispute Settlement Understanding." 

11'0 Note that waivers are covernl by the 15 November decision of the General Council inviting Metnbcrs 
to adopt as much as possible decision waivers by comrnsus, before calling for a vote; WT/L/93. 
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An interpretation of Article XX would have to be based on a recommendation by 
the Council for Goods. Under Article X.2 of the WTO Agreement, the Ministerial/ 
Conference and the General Council have the exclusive authority to adopt formal,< 
binding interpretations of any provision of the WTO Agreement. 170 As any other 
decision of the Gen6!ral Council, any interpretation would be adopted by a consensus; 
although formally, a vote of three-quarters of the Members would suffice.171 An/ 
interpretation, does ,not ne·ed to be ratified by each Member. 

4. Amendment iif WTO Agreements 

Whereas>intetpretations nuance our understanding of existing WTO language,/ 
amendments· alter the text. A number of proposals have been made to the CTE tot 

amend Article XX. To resolve the MEA issues, some of these proposals have suggested\ 
the addition of a new sub.:.paragraph, setting out the conditions under which trade\ 
measures adopted under certain MEAs are a valid policy measure for the purposes of.\ 
Article XX. These proposals often leave the measures to the provisions of the chapeau( 
of Article XX. For the purposes of Article XX, an amendment would take effect for 
the Members that have accepted it upon acceptance by two-thirds of the Members\ 
and, thereafter, for each other Member upon acceptance by it. 172 /J 

in addition to an amendment of Article XX, WTO Members may consider 
amending the DSU to cater for trade and environment disputes. An amendment could,/ 

,for example, introduce new consultation obligations and/or new obligations requiring> 
Panels to consult With experts, MEA Secretariats or other outside sources of legal,\ 
scientific or technical information. Any Member may initiate a proposal to amend the\ 
DSU by submitting such proposal-to the General Council. In contrast to the procedure{ 
for amending the GATT, a decision to approve amendments of the DSU ntust be< 
made by consensus and these amendments shall take effect for all :M:e1ribers · upmi\ 
approval by the Genera:l Council. 173 •• 

. -.-::::-

170 "The Ministerial Conference and the General Cotmcil shall have the exclusive authority to adop/\ 
interpretations of this agreement and of the m,,Ltilateral trade agreements. In the case of an interpretation of a:/ 
multilateral trade agreement in Annex l, they shall exercise their authority on the basis of a recmnmo,dation hy.:_':' 
the Council overseeing the functioning of that agreement. The deci.sion to adopt an int~,pretatkm shall be takeii\ 
by a three-quarters majority of the Members. This paragraph shall not be uscrl in;; nfannet that wonld undermine•:', 
the amendment provisions in Art. X." . ':/: 

171 This type of incfrprctation was sought by the Enropean Communities dtil'ing the Bn1Ja11as battle on the,:-: 
,ispcct of the relationship between Arts 21.5 and 22.6 of the DSU, as note 26, above, but the request for a vote cir'/ 
a decision was pursued; see WT/GC/WW /133. '.'\, 

172 It is ,&o generally possible for the Ministerial Conference or the Genernl Council to decide by a threecc_,_., 
quarters majority of the Members that any amendment made effective under this p,1ragraph is of such a nature that( 
any Member that has not accepted it within a period specified_ by the Ministerial Conference in each case shall bei,,, 
free to withdraw from the WTO or to remain"- ~Aicinber with the consent cifthe Ministerial Conference. . .• 

173 Art. Xf:8: • ,_:./ 
"Any Member of th~ -WTO rnay initiate a proposal to amend the provisions of the Multilateral Trade',) 
Agreements iii Annexes 2 and 3 by submitting such proposal to the Ministerial Conference. The decision· tci:/'i 
approve amendments to the Multilateral Trade Agreement in Annex 2 shall be nude by consensus and these'.'_. 
amendments shall take effect for all Members upon approval by the Ministerial Conference." .. • 
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Article X of the WTO Agreement allmvs amendment of WTO provisions. As a 
general rnle, any WTO Member may propose an amendment of the WTO agreements 

···•·by submitting a proposal to the General Council. The procedures vary, depending on 
• the provisions being amended, but, again, arc fairly burdensome. Ninety days afrer the 
• proposed amendment has been fom1ally tabled, Members must decide by consensus 
whether to send it to capital cities for formal acceptance. If Members cannot reach 
consensus, a formal vote may take place. If two-thirds of all WTO Members agree, the 

•• proposed amendment may still be sent to national capitals for acceptance. 174 

5. An Understanding 

An understanding could be used to clarify ex1stmg WTO provmons and to 
develop new, related rights and obligations. In the WTO context, the role and precise 

• legal character of understandings remains somewhat unclear. The term 
"understanding" is generally used to reter to the six understandings incorporated into 
the GATT 1994. 175 These, together with the text of the old GATT 1947 and other 
decisions and protocols, form the new GATT 1994. Effectively, these are "mini.
agreements", which clarify and, to some extent, add to the imprecise provisions of the 
old GATT 1947. As part of the GATT 1994, which itself is a component of the WTO 
Agreement, they were signed and ratified by all members and thus have the same value 
as any other provisions of the WTO Agreement. In addition, the term < "understanding" has been used outside the GATT 1994 context to refer to the DSU 

•• (Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes), 
which is a development of Articles XXII and XXIII of the GA TT 194 7. Given the 
different usage of this term, it is unclear how understandings will be used during the 

·. next round of negotiations. 
When people allude to the need to adopt an understanding on trade and the 

environment, they are probably referring to new provisions to elaborate when WTO 
Members may adopt trade-related environmental measures that conflict with market 
access provisions such as those of Articles I, Ill and XI of the GATT, i.e. an expansion 
of Article XX. It would constitute either an amendment to a WTO provision, which 

.· would have to be accepted and ratified by Members in line with the above procedure; 
or it would constitute a new agreement that would also require acceptance and 
ratification before it would be binding on all Members. 

rn Art. Xl:7: "Any Member accepting an amendment to this Agreement or to a Ivlultifateral Trade 
Agreement in Annex 1 shall deposit an instrument of acceptance with the Director-General of the WTO within 
the per\od of acceptance specified by the Ministerial Conference.'' 

17' There are understandings on Art. II (other rights and oblig,itions mentioned in Art. 11:1); on balance-of
payments provisions (in Arts XII and XV!ll:B), one on Art. XVll (State-t'"iding), on Art. XXIV (regional trade 
agreements), on Art. XVIII (tariffs renegotiations) and on waivers. 
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6. Plurilateral or Multilateral Agreement 

The new structure of the WTO "suggests a spirit of flexibility, which allows fcif 
texts to be added or subtracted over time and for the evolution of institutions necessary 
for implementation of the rules" .176 In keeping with this "spirit of flexibility», 
Members may choose to negotiate~either on a plurilateral or multilateral basis-'-" 
new agreement to reduce the risk of environment-related trade disputes. If Membe 
so desire, an agreement can be used to achieve any or all tl1e objectives mentione> 
above. If WTO Members are considering significant changes to further addres~ 
environmental issues at the WTO, then a new agreement may be a useful vehicle. . < 

Multilateral agreements apply to the whole WTO membership. Plurilatera.l 
agreements, by contrast, only bind some WTO Members. 177 It is conceivable that/ 
because the trade and enviromnent debate is so politicized, not all Members would agrdJ 
on the introduction of a new agreement on trade-related environment issues. In th~ 
event that unanimity cannot be achieved, a plurilateral agreement could be adopted tq 
bind only on those Members who sign it. It may offer an opportunity for some Members 
to test the viability of such an agreement. Both a plmilateral and a multilateral agreeme > 
would require a full negotiation and need to be ratified domestically. 

The following section notes some models that could be used if Members decide 
to agree to further regulate matters addressed in environment-related trade disputes • 
either a plurilateral or multilateral agreement. The above-mentioned issues to h 
addressed by guidelines or other WTO instruments could also be included in ari 
plurilateral or multilateral agreement, 

(a) An environmental monitoring body 

With a view to ensuring that full expertise is available to resolve .··•·. 
related WTO disputes, WTO Members may also consider creating a conciliatory 
quasi-judicial body along the line of the Textile Monitoring Body (TMll). 

The TMB was established to supervise the implementation of the Agreement 6 
Textiles and Clothing (A TC) and to oversee disputes before formal recourse is had to tfr 
WTO dispute settlement system. In the event that Members are not able to resolve iss1.f 
arising under the A TC through bilateral discussions, either Member may request the T .. ·.· 
to consider the matter and make recommendations to the Members. If a Member is una.bi 
to confo1111 to tl1e TMB's recommendations, it is required to provide the TMB wi.< 
reasons for its failure to do so. In response, the TMB will offer fmther recommendatidri~./ 
If, after these recommendations, the matter still remains unresolved, then either Member 
may bring the matter before the formal WTO dispute settlement mechanism. 

• ::-.->. 

171' Jackson, J e/ al. (1995): Legal Problwrs of International Economic Re/ari<ms: Case,; 1Hateria/s a11d 'Jex/ ·(3/ 
edition St. P,ml, Minn.: West Publishing Co.), at p. 302. .::> 

177 Art. Il:3 of the. Agreement Establishing the WTO provides that "the Plurilateral Trade Agrecments·:J. 
not create either obligations or rights for [WTO] Members that have not accepted them" (emphasis added). • • 
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\. A similar process could be established for environment-related trade disputes. 
• /Disputing parties could be obliged to first expose their complaint to a body of 

specialists who would make a recommendation about the dispute. Afl:er fi1rther 
discussions, any party not satisfied with the recommendations could pursue formal 

,. \ dispute settlement proceedings. Such an Environmental Advisory Body (EAB) would 
> have the advantage of providing access to experts and enjoying more flexibility in its 

• / examination of the evidence and other relevant factors than a Panel. The composition 
< of such an EAB could include the participation of the industry concerntcd as ,vell as 
) non-governmental organizations and other experts, together with regional 

\ tepresentation. In order to ensure that this process docs not unduly delay access to the 
dispute mechanism, provisions could include the possibility for the complainant party 

/ that has used the EAB mechanism to "skip" the consultation process under the DSU 
\ and to obtain immediate access to the formal dispute settlement procedure. 

Dispute prepention and mediation 

i;.,> > Another set of procedures that could be used to prevent trade and enviromnent 
:i< disputes from escalating into formal WTO trade disputes are the "mediation, good 
:,( offices and conciliation procedures" envisaged in Article 5 of the DSU. These 
:'} provisions allow disputants to voluntarily undettake third-party assisted discussions at 
I /any stage during the course of a dispute and permit the Director-General, in an ex 
/ (!fficio capacity, to offer these services. Despite their attractiveness, the Article 5 
i procedures have never been used. To prevent future conflicts from escalating into full 
.; < trade disputes, WTO Members may wish to consider how to use WTO third-party 
, \.assisted processes more effectively. In their various forms, "fact finding, conciliation, 

:•</good offices and mediation" involve a third party to clarify the facts surrounding the 
'.''.? dispute, to assist the disputants to communicate, to encourage them to re-evaluate their 

positions, to offer suggestions compromise and solutions, and, generally, to maintain a 
constructive environment for discussion. In the case of environment-related trade 

< disputes, a third party could, for example, help the parties to consider options other 
than a trade ban, such as certification and labelling, or additional financial and technical 
assistance to address the environmental issue at its source. 178 

/. 17" Building on Art. 5 procedures does not need to w~it for a formal ·Jgrecmcnt on environment to be 
•:/negotiated. WTO Members could develop guidelines to govern Art. 5 procedures a, part of the DSU review. 
.. ·;.These could include provisions for notification and exchange of information. They could also provide an 
.>opportunity for affected stakeholders, including environment and development NGOs, and relevant international 
•. organizations, to be consulted. These consultations could be held in one or a number of the countries involved in 
the dispute to ensure that all affected stakeholders have an opportunity to express their interests, To ensure they 

·.··are not used to delay access to formal WTO procedmcs, the Art. 5 procedures wuld run in parallel to the 
•:·c,msicuro,non period, or formal dispute settlement. As an informal proces·s, it can operate outside the formal WTO 

structure and requires no changes to WTO rules. As au informal process operating outside the formal '\XfTO 
structure, it may also address environmentalists' legitimate teoncerns about the WTO dispute settlement system 
bccommg an international environmental court. By involving relevant stakeholders. it ,vould engage the creativity 
of experts and the broader society to find a solution to the underlying environmental problem. 
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(c) The SPS type model 

Under the SPS Agreement, measures satisfying certain requirements are presumed 
to comply with Article XX. This model could be applied to certain measures taken\ 
under MEAs. One could imagine a n1cchanism whereby a certificate . of MEA 
compliance, issued by the relevant MEA Secretariat, would constitute a presumption. 
that the measure is compatible with Article XX or the parallel provision of othef 
relevant agreements such as Article XIV of the GATS. The presumption could b{ 
made rebuttable or not depending on various criteria based on the membership of th¥ 
MEA, the type of measure or the type of environmental problem undet 
consideration. 179 • 

(d) The antidun·1pins type model 

A multilateral or plurilateral environmental agreement could also be based on th 
"trade remedies" model embodied in the antidumping Agreement. It could allow th: 
imposition of a surtax on imported products where they are manufactured in a manrie 
inconsistent with a list of pre-agreed environmental principles and obligations. Th 
goal of this approach would be to adjust the price of products to internalize 
environmental costs of its production. 

Despite its superficial appeal, there are many difficulties with this approach 
environment-related disputes, and developing countries have rightly regarded claims 
"cco-dumping" with suspicion. First, the dumping model does not directly reduce t 
environmental harm; it only punishes the exporting country-unless the surtax . 
collected in a fund and then re-invested somehow to address the specifi 
environmental concern. It would also be difficult for WTO dispute settlement bod{ 
to assess the WTO compatibility of such a unilateral surtax determination: the taxi 
importing country would have to determine what the price of such product wo _ ••. 
have been if the exporting country had internalized the full costs (includi 
compliance with the environmental standards) of production. 

(e) The red-yellow-green type model 

Finally, a model based on the approach followed by the Agreement on Subsidi 
and Countervailing Measures could be developed. The Subsidies Agreement impo{ 
disciplines on the use of subsidies and regulates the actions that may be taken]. 

170 For a rcbuttable presumption, evidence of MEA certificate could reverse the burden of proof wher{ 
would be for the complaining country to prove that the measure, although compatible with Art. XX, rem(_ 
more restrictive than necessary (remember that, as a general rule, the burden of proof is on the country invok( 
the provisions of the general exceptions). This would be in line with the provision of Art. 5.6 of the __ S 
Agreement. Note the footnote to this Art. 5.6 of the SPS Agreement, which provides that "a me,isure is ,io/ ni 
trade-restrictive than required ,mfrss there is mother measure, reasonably available taking into account tech • 
and economic feasibility, that achieves the appropriate level of sanitary or phytosanitary protection 
significantly less restrictive to t,Ade," 
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!ilfii> prohibited (red subsidies); certain subsidies are expressly allowed (green subsidies); and, 
"'">{ between these, a middle category of subsidies is considered "actionable", where a 

) WTO Member can prove injury (yellow subsidies). 
}\ Based on the approach in the Subsidies Agreement, WTO Members could 
)( negotiate a fat of environmental concerns that would fall into the red-yellow-green 
\\ model. Unilateral action in response to environmental harm is dearly more justifiable 
( where direct trans boundary harm or ineversible damage is involved. 180 Under this 
(approach, "green" environmental concerns (i.e. those allowing trade-related 
••• environmental measures) could include those already set out in MEAs and, possibly, 
'.instances of direct transboundary harm that would trigger the customa1y obligations of 

State responsibility for serious transbounda1y pollution and the right to self
\ protection. 181 "Red" environmental concerns could include cases where the risk of 
}environmental harm is small or where harm is likely to be purely domestic. "Yellow" 
\environmental concerns could include those for which trade measures may be 
permitted in certain defined conditions, including those set out by the Appellate Body 

)in Shrimp. In addition to the Appellate Body's conditions, other international law 
\principles such as common but differentiated responsibility, good faith, precautionary 
{principle and proportionality could also be used to shape criteria. Furthermore, 
!different variables, such as the burden of proof, the duration of the measure and the 
;iallowable impact of the measure taken could be described. A similar approach could be 
adopted to address the issue of PPMs: which ones can be used and under which 
conditions without being the object of dispute settlement complaints; which ones are 
prohibited at all times and may be the object of rapid challenge process retaliation; and 

:which ones may be used, under what conditions and subject to what compensation. 

CONCLUSION 

.. The GATT had already recognized, with the provts1ons of Article XX, that a 
•.• alance must be struck between trade liberalization and other policies, such as the 
protection of health and the ecological systems on which our economies rely. The 
Same ideas have been reinforced in the Preamble of the WTO Agreement, which 
ieplaced the CATT language, exhorting the "full use of the resources of the world", 
\,vith the requirement that trade liberalization should be pursued "while allowing for 
·he optimal use of the world's resources in accordance with the objective of sustainable 
evelopment". This article has suggested that this balancing exercise between market 

i '"" For example, where there are irreversible threats of species extinction, Art. 14(1) of CITES, as note 49, 
• ove, permits countries to take stricter domestic measures than contemplated by CITES to prohibit the trade or 

in9 of species, both listed and unlisted, which are endangered with extinction. 
81 See also, Case Co/lcerning Military and Arramilitmy Acti11ities in and Against Nic<1mgua (,\'ican(_~lia 11. United 

.. te;· of America), I.CJ Rep. 14, 244, for a discussion of the absence of any general law duty to avoid using 
couornic measures to influence the law and policy of other States. See also, Howse, R. (1998): T/1e TI,rt/e.,· Pauel
not/ier Emiironmental Di.<aster in Geneva, 32 J.W.T. 5, p. 73. 
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access rights and under policies of countries is in fact an application of a wider need for .. ·. 
coherence in international law, recognized by basic rules of treaty interpretation and • • 
the international law presumption against conflicts between international treaties. 

Environmental issues will continue to present a major challenge to the WTO and··.· .• 
it~ Members. The uncertainty arising from trade and environment cases, such as the < 
recent Shrimp dispute, are causing tensions within the multilateral trading system. < 
Moreover, new areas of concern are arising. The growing tension between the United\ 
States and the European Union over beef hormones and genetically modified> 
organisms indicate the potential for these problems to grow in the futnre. Unless/ 
further addressed within the WTO system, environmental issues may inhibit the/ 
smooth operation of the multilateral trading system and create both mistmst and public> 
opposition. This is the responsibility of Members and it is for them to negotiate. This 
article has tried to examine how the dispute settlement could "cope" with trade andi 
environment disputes, but WTO Members cannot simply dump the entire issue on the \ 
WTO dispute settlement mechanism. . .. 

Sustainable development requires a respect, a balance and some coherence/ 
between trade and market access rights for the alleviation of poverty, and the respect o( 
ecology on which our system is based. This can be achieved only with further\ 
coherence between international treaties, international regimes and international 
organizations. 182 Ensuring that trade, development and environmental policies are. 
mutually supportive requires WTO Members to address the multifaceted and complex 
relationships between economic, activity, environmental protection, government 
regulation and international co-operation. As an economic, political and lega} 
dilemma, striking a balance and ensuring coherence among these important and 
sometimes competing considerations, is the real challenge of the next Round. 

182 See the Marrakesh Declaration on the Contribution of the World Trade Organization to achievi'/}. 
Greater Coherence in Global Economic Policy-making and the recent collaboration agreement between t • 
WTO, IMF and the World Bank (WT/L/194). 
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